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ABSTRACT

The Lower Cretaceous Dakota Group is exposed along hog-

backs and water gaps on the east flank of the Colorado Front

Range. An approximately 300-foot thick sequence of detrital

sedimentary rock records continental deposition terminated

by the initial transgression of the Cretaceous epicontinental

sea and then interrupted by a regressive pulse.

Four formations can generally be recognized on the out-

crop and correlated with the subsurface. In ascending order

these units are: the Lytle Formation: Plainview Sandstone:

Skull Creek Shale: and J Sandstone. Stratigraphic data

described and interpreted were acquired from measured surface

sections along a lO-mile segment of outcrop extending south

from the Colorado, Wyoming border along the east flank of the

Front Range.

The Lytle Formation consists dominantly of very light

gray weathering, medium- to fine-grained, laterally persis-

tent sandstones and variegated siltstones and mudstones.

Basal coalescing fluvial channel sandstones, sporadically

conglomeratic, are replaced upward by narrower and finer-

grained channel systems enclosed in flood plain deposits.

Where channel sandstones and conglomerates overlie the
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Morrison Formation, the contact appears to be an irregular

scour surface.

The Plainview Sandstone consists of an upper brown-

weathering, uniform sheet-sandstone less than 15 feet thick

and a lower interval, less than 10 feet thick, consisting of

interbedded, burrowed, carbonaceous sandstones and mud-

stones. Contact with the underlying Lytle is marked by an

iron-rich zone frequently capped by a thin layer of chert

pebbles. Deposited in marginal marine and coastal plain

environments, the Plainview records the onset of the trans-

gressing Early Cretaceous epicontinental sea.

The Skull Creek Shale consists of black shales with a

well defined but gradational contact with the underlying

Plainview Sandstone. The upper 1/3 of the Skull Creek

gradually changes lithology to olive-brown mudstones and

clayey sandstones with thin, laterally continuous bentonite

beds and carbonate stringers capped by a fossil hash. This

sequence represents a period of open marine shelf deposition

followed by shoaling conditions associated with a regressive

event.

Overall the J Sandstone consists of var ied Li,tholog ies

dominated by medium- to fine-grained, moderately well sorted,

light brown weathering sandstones. Coals and claystones are

a minor, but significant lithologic component. Marginal
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marine to coastal plain stratigraphic sequences are recorded

in the J Sandstone. Shoreface, foreshore, estuarine, tidal

flat, bay, marsh and lake(?) environments of deposition can

be distinguished on the outcrop sections. Emergence is indi-

cated by root zones, coals, and claystones.

The J Sandstone has two areally restricted lithologic

assemblages. A regressive sequence of shoreface sandstone,

changing upward to coal and claystone is typical of the

southern part of the study area. At some point following

shoreface deposition, an episode of erosion occurred that

removed the above lithology and scoured at least 80 feet into

the underlying Skull Creek. This incised valley system is

present in the nor thern 1/3 of the study area and can be

detected by significant thinning of the Skull Creek interval

in the subsurface of the northern Denver Basin. Study of

outcrops show that this incised valley is filled with fluvial

channel, estuarine and tidal flat deposits and capped by

claystones and coal. Transgressive sandstones sharply over-

lie both the northern and southern regressive deposits and

indicated the return of marine conditions.

Tectonic movement appears to have influenced deposi-

tional patterns within the J Sandstone and controls present

petroleum accumulations. The J Sandstone valley-fill system

coinc ides with pre-established basement structural trends.
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Structurally controlled, fractured, petroleum reservoirs

occur along the edges of basement fault blocks.
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INTRODUCTION

The stratigraphy of the Dakota Group along the eastern
flank of the Colorado Front Range has been the subject of
numerous studies. Accessibility, good exposure, rapid
changes of lithology indicating a variety of depositional
environments, and resource potential have attracted this
interest. These studies of outcrops have provided a wealth
of scientific knowledge and are of practical value as a
source of stratigraphic and structural data used to explore
for hydrocarbons throughout the Western Interior of North
America.

The purpose of this study is to describe the strati-
graphy of the Dakota Group along a lO-mile segment of outcrop
in the northern Colorado Foothills. Emphasis is placed on
interpretation of depositional environments on surface expo-
sures and correlation with subsurface data. The influence of
tectonic movement on sedimentation and post-depositional
movement on hydrocarbon entrapment is also examined.

The study area is located in T.IO-13N., R.68-70W.,
Larimer County, Colorado and Laramie County, Wyoming
(Fig. 1). This includes a lO-mile segment of nearly contin-
uous outcrop extending from just south of Boxelder Creek,
north to a point where exposure ceases because of Tertiary
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cover. The Dakota Group is exposed in a north-south outcrop

belt along the east flank of the Colorado Front Range. A

double hogback (Fig. 2) is typical of areas where the thick,

non-resistant Skull Creek Shale forms a valley between the

ledge-forming, resistant Lytle and Plainview sandstones, and

the J Sandstone. A single prominent hogback (Fig. 3) forms

in the northern part of the study area due to thickening of

the J Sandstone at the expense of a thinning Skull Creek

section. Dip of strata are generally 120 east and range from
o4-40 east. Exposures along the hogback are poor to good.

Water gaps and the more steeply dipping outcrops yield the

best exposures. This area is accessible by county and ranch

roads and is entirely privately owned. In the basin to the

east of the outcrop, subsurface information is available from

Borie Field, 11 miles northeast of the surface study and

Wellington Field, 6 miles southeast of the surface study.

Borehole data are also available for wildcat wells between
the two fields.

Fifteen partial to complete surface sections of the

Dakota Group were measured and their locations are shown on

Figure 4. Sections were measured using a Jacob's staff with
Abney level and a Brunton compass. Measured sections were

selected on the basis of quality of exposure and the spacing
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Fig. 2. Double hogback weathering pattern of the Dakota
Group. Resistant Lytle capped by Plainview on
right, J Sandstone on left. Nonresistant Skull
Creek Shale in middle and underlying J Sandstone.
Looking south from Section 17, T.IIN., R.69W.

Fig. 3. Single hogback weathering pattern in
area. Ridge capped by J Sandstone.
tion at base.

northern study
Lykins Forma-
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necessary to determine facies relationships and depositional

environments.

Field observations include the nature of formation and

intra-formation contacts, lithologies, organic and inorganic

sedimentary structures, sediment transport directions, and

geometry of genetic units. These data are interpreted and

recorded by number as genetic units deposited under similar

or related depositional conditions and are presented on

Plate 1 and described in the Appendix. Correlations of the

surface sections with the subsurface are also incorporated

into Plate 1.

Hand specimens were examined under lO-power magnifica-

tion and compared to an American Stratigraphic grain size and

rounding templet. Grain size percentages are based on count

estimates of particular grain sizes.

Nomenclature

Dakota Group terminology applied in this study refers to

the stratigraphic interval from the top of the Morrison

Formation to the base of the Mowry Shale. Within this inter-

val, four distinct rock stratigraphic units are recognized

and are regionally mappable. In ascending order these units

are the Lytle Formation, the Plainview Sandstone, the Skull
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Creek Shale, and the J Sandstone. Widespread stratigraphic

equivalents based on lithologic similarity, stratal

sequence, and electric-log response can be traced. Conse-

quently a complex terminology for equivalent units has

evolved from studies conducted in separate regions. A

summary of this terminology for Colorado and Wyoming is pre-

sented in Figure 5.

Fundamental misconceptions have plagued the development

of Dakota Group nomenclature. waage (1955) summar ized the

early history of the Dakota Group, stating that confusion of

nomenclature resulted from attempts to rename units as they

transgressed time boundaries and from procedures to standar-

dize stratigraphic terminology at a time when the terms group

and formation were considered synonymous. Further complica-

tions stem from the natural progression of facies changes

from the central marine basin to transitional and continental

deposits on the flanks of the depositional basin.

An example of this latter problem, appropriate to this

particular study, is addressed by MacKenzie (1965, 1971).

The designation of the South Platte Formation (Waage, 1955)

was derived from, and based on, a Denver-area facies of

limited extent along the western margin of the basin. This

name is locally justified based on the lithologic dissimi-

lar ity of these basin marg in deposi ts in compar ison to the
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deposits of the central marine basin. The central basin,

post-Lytle terminology is based on a three-fold Li,tholog ic

subdivision of this rock sequence. Lower, marginal marine

sandstones, middle marine shales, and upper marginal marine

sandstones are widely correlative (Haun, 1963) and, although

variably titled, should be considered of equal rank. Because

of their widespread distribution in surface exposures and the

subsurface, all three units can justifiably be designated as

formations. The formation terminology of the Plainview,

Skull Creek and J applies to the study area while the South

Platte terminology should be confined to the Denver area and
not extended to the north.

Discr iminating the Lytle-Plainview contact on the out-

crop and particularly on electric-logs can be difficult.

Characteristics for distinguishing these two units have been

identified by MacKenzie (1963, 1971) and can be applied to

both the outcrop and subsurface cores and samples (Table 1).

waage (1955) and MacKenzie (1965, 1971) have published

the only detailed work from outcrops in the study area.

Surface sections along the northern Front Range were

measured, described and correlated from south of Denver to

Boxelder Creek (Fig. 1), which is located near the southern

par t of the thesis study area. Waage I s terminology in the

study area include a basal Lytle Formation and breaks out the
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Rocks Below
Disconformi ty

(Lytle)

Rocks Above
Disconformi ty
(Plainview)

Mudrocks da rk gr ay shalegreen, greenish-gray,
or maroon sandstones,
mudstones or waxy
claystones

Sandstone white, clayey,
commonly friable,
rarely quartzitic,
in th ick beds

Conglomerates pea gravels common

Spoor
(tracks,
trails,
burrows)

rare or absent

Carbonized Wood
and Other
Carbonaceou s
Matter

rare or absent

light gray, non-
clayey, commonly
quartzitic, in
thin slabby beds

rare, except for
thin lag layer
directly above
di sconformi ty

common

common to
abundant

Table 1. Characteristics of rocks above and below
post-Lytle disconformity (after MacKenzie, 1963).
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Plainview Sandstone as a member of the South Platte

Formation. The Skull Creek Shale and the J Sandstone are

interpreted as a marine-dominated facies, distinct from the

Denver-area nonmarine facies, and are referred to as the

marine shale or second shale and the upper or first sand-

stone. Emphasis is placed on correlating the thin, fossili-

ferous car bonate and bentonite beds of the mar ine shale

interval at Boxelder Creek to key marker beds, shale units

and siltstone and sandstone units of the nonmarine facies of

the South Platte Formation south of Boulder. The upper sand-

stone is capped by a quartzitic sandstone bed and is consi-

dered to be correlative with similar upper sandstone beds

south to the Boulder-Lyons area.

MacKenzie (1965, 1971) adopted Waage's (1955) founda-

tional work along the Front Range and contributed data con-

cerning sedimentary structures and environments of deposi-

tion, correlated the outcrop with the subsurface and revised

nomenclature of the South Platte Formation.

The South Platte Formation terminology is restricted to

the area south of Boulder (MacKenzie, 1963). The area south

of Boulder is more nonmar ine in nature and appropr iately

suited to waage's (1955) subdivisions for the northern Front

Range (Fig. 5). North of Boulder the Wyoming term Muddy

Sandstone was introduced (MacKenzie, 1965, 1971, after Lee,
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1927 and Eicher, 1960} to replace the informal upper or first

sandstone terminology of Waage. This in turn is traced into

the subsurface as the J Sandstone. This appears inconsistent

to this author who prefers to use the name J Sandstone for

both outcrop and subsurface in light of the established

practice of using this term in the Denver Basin.

In the Fort Collins area, MacKenzie (1955) divided the

Muddy Sandstone into the Fort Collins and Horsetooth members.

These members are separated by a sharp, contact and contrast

in both lithology and sedimentary structures. The

Fort Collins Member is dominantly a very fine-grained, sub-

horizontally bedded to bioturbated, mottled, clay matrix

sandstone and is interpreted to be a shoal-water marine sand-

stone. The Horsetooth Member is mostly a fine-grained,

cross-stratified, minor to moderately clay matrix, carbona-

ceous sandstone with few trace fossils. It is interpreted to

be deposited in a delta complex, which was partially reworked

by waves. The distinction between the two members disappears

northward until they are indistinguishable at a point

approximately six miles south of Boxelder Creek. The lower

part of the Fort Collins Member is traceable at least to

Boxelder Creek. MacKenzie indicates that at this point, the

li thology of the upper par t of this member and that of the

overlying Horsetooth Member becomes increasingly similar and
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consequently neither the members nor the contact between them

can be reliably distinguished. This terminology is not

adopted in the study area although, there is evidence of a

continuous disconformity with marked lithologic changes

across a sharp boundary. This disconformity separates the

regressive deposits of the J Sandstone from the overlying

transgressi ve, J Sandstone deposi ts. Weimer and Sonnenberg

(1982) indicate that this disconformity is widespread and can

be used to separate the J Sandstone into the Fort Collins and

Horsetooth members on a regional basis.

MacKenzie (1963, 1965) ranks the Plainview, Skull Creek,

and Muddy as formations which permitted subdivision of the

Muddy Sandstone in the Fort Collins area into the two pre-

viously described members.

Previous Work

Previous work concerning the Dakota Group of the Western

Interior of the United States is extensive and only that

which is pertinent to this study will be highlighted in this

review. Some of the more significant regional studies in-

clude Cronoble (1977), Eicher (1960, 1962), Haun (1959,

1963), Lee (1923, 1927), MacKenzie (1965, 1971), MacKenzie

and Poole (1963), Sonnenberg and Weimer (1981), Waage (1955,
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1959a), Weimer (1970), weimer and Land (1972), Weimer and

Sonnenberg (1982). All of these papers contributed to an

understanding of the regional distribution of individual

formations within the Dakota Group and provide the basis for

regional correlation of events within the depositional
basins.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

Structural Setting

The Denver Basin,which formed during the Late Cretaceous

and Early Tertiary Laramide Orogeny, extends over 60,000

square miles in Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas and Wyoming. The

axis of the basin trends north-south and is close to and

parallel to the mountain front. It is an asymmetr ic basin

with the east flank dipping gently to the west at approxi-

mately 1/20 whereas the west flank dips east more steeply

(100 or greater). The study area is located on the west

flank of the basin (Fig. 6) where strata dip to the east at

dips varying from 40 to 400, except where minor folding is

present.

Boundar ies of the basin are defined by the Front and

Laramie Ranges of Colorado and Wyoming on the west, the

Hartville uplift of Wyoming on the northwest, the Cambridge-

Chadron arch of Nebraska on the northeast and the Las Animas

arch and the Apishapa uplift of Colorado on the southeast and

southwest respectively (Fig. 6). The sedimentary section is

greater than 13,000 feet thick along the basin axis near

Denver.
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Paleostructural trends within the Denver Basin have been

documented from isopach mapping by Sonnenberg and Weimer

(1981). Northeast-trending thin areas within the

Pennsylvanian- Permian- and Cretaceous-age rocks define

paleostructural trends that coincide with trends of prominent

shear zones of Precambrian age in the Front and Laramie

Ranges (Fig. 7). These features also coincide with projec-

tions of the Transcontinental arch, or Colorado lineament of

Warner (1980). Northwest-trending paleostructures (Fig. 8)

are less prevalent and parallel the trends of the

Pennsylvanian Ancestral and present Rocky Mountains.

Structural Style

Good examples of fault-block tectonics can be observed

in the northern portion of the study area. This style of

deformation, summarized by Weimer (1980), refers to igneous

and metamorphic rocks of the Precambrian basement yielding by

brittle deformation to form a mosaic of rigid fault blocks

bounded by shear zones. Stresses applied during Precambrian

orogenic events initiated faulting with nearly vertical fault

planes within the basement.

The fault blocks are on the order of a few tens of miles

in width and length or smaller. Rock strength within the
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unbroken portions of the block is high and has tended to

resist deformation during post-Precambrian orogenic and

stress intensive periods. The stresses during these periods

are relieved primarily by movement along the zones of weak-

ness, that is, the faults or shear zones bounding the blocks,

established during the Precambrian.

Sedimentary rocks overlying the crystalline basement

blocks behave in a more ductile manner at block boundaries.

Drape folding (Sterns, 1971; Matthews and Work, 1978) of the

strata is common at these boundaries. If rock ductility is

surpassed, fracturing and faulting occurs and offset of the

strata is evident. Strata overlying stable portions of

blocks generally dip uniformly over large distances.

A drape fold in the Permian Satanka Formation just north

of measured section #3 in the study area is shown in

Figure 9. Strata over this asymmetric fold dips steeply to

the west and more gently to the east at the upthrown edge of

the eastern fault block. An interpretation of basement block

movement and overlying folding in the northern part of the

study area is shown by cross section A-A' (Fig. 10). The

fold, shown in Figure 9, is illustrated on the left side of

the cross section. This fold can be observed over a distance

of 6 miles in a north-south direction. A fold to the east of

the above described fold is only about 2 miles long and
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Fig. 9. Drape fold over fault block boundary in Satanka
Formation. Note steeply dipping beds on west flank
(left) with more gently dipping beds on east flank.
View is to the north. T.IIN., R.70W., Section 1.
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merges with a major fault at the south end of section 8,

T.IIN., R.69W. This fold appears to be associated with a

minor, wedge-shaped ch ip off the block bounded by a major

fault to the east and the more continuous fold to the west.

The eastern faul t displaces the sed imentary section,

placing the carbonates of the Late Cretaceous Niobrara

Formation in contact with the Dakota Group. Displacement

appears to be vertical, indicating a throw of approximately

900 feet. Reverse drag at the south end of this fault as it

merges with the fold indicates a reverse to overthrusting

nature of movement at this location. The surface expression

of these structural features is shown on Figure 11.

General Stratigraphy

A detailed study of the stratigraphy of the sedimentary

section in the study area is limited to the Dakota Group. It

is not within the scope of this study to measure and describe

other rock uni ts although excellent exposures of the pre-

Dakota Group strata exist in the area. Detailed descriptions

and correlations of these older rocks can be found in the

works of Hoyt (1963), Pipiringos and O'Sullivan (1976), and

Sonnenberg (1980). A generalized stratigraphic column with
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approximate thicknesses and lithologies for the sedimentary

rocks in the study area is shown on Figure 12.

Quarrying of commercial deposits of limestone, gypsum

and silica sandstone is evident in this area. During the

summer of 1979 quarrying of carbonates from the Ingleside

Formation was in progress. This material is used in the

sugar processing industry as indicated by the landowner. The

quarrying of sandstone from the Lytle Formation was also in

progress. In the southeast 1/4 of section 20, T.IIN.,

R.69W., an aD-foot thick, laterally continuous section of

moderately clean sandstone is quarried as a source of silica

used by Coors Porcelain Co., as indicated by the operator of

the quarry, Colorado Lien Co. Several abandoned gypsum

quarries are also present in the basal Lykins Formation to

the north and east of Table Mountain. These beds have not

been exhausted and commercial quantities of gypsum may still

be present, although deposits appear to be very locally con-
centrated.
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LYTLE FORMATION

Descriptive Stratigraphy

The Lytle Formation in the study area consists of wide-

spread sandstone to conglomeratic sandstone, variegated

siltstone and mudstone, and sporadic pebble conglomerate.

The dominant lithology is a well developed basal sandstone

which is 40 to 90 feet thick and is composed of coalescing,

channel-shaped bodies. In the central part of the study area

this 40- to 90-foot thick sandstone forms an escarpment that

extends for over 3 miles along the outcrop. This sandstone

appears to continue to the northern-most outcrop on the study

area although extensive cover makes this proj ection specu-

lative. Thickness of this sandstone decreases to the south.

Typically, where sandstone thickness decreases, mudstone and

siltstone thickness increases.

Horizontal and vertical variations in lithology are

numerous and it is difficult to document the extent of indi-

vidual units. The following characteristics of the Lytle are

generally observable throughout the study area:

1. The gravel/sand ratio decreases upward.

2. The propor tions of mudstones and sil tstones in-

crease upward.
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3. Reactivation surfaces are common in the sand-

stones.

4. Sorting improves and grain size fines upward within

sandstone units.

5. Quartz arenites are the dominant rock type with

minor amounts of chert-pebble conglomerates at the

base and interbedded with the sandstones. Sand-

stones are composed of poor to moderately sorted,

subangular to rounded, medium to fine grains of

quartz with minor amounts of chert grains.

6. Bedding is dominated by trough cross-beds with a

significant number of subparallel and tabular to

wedge-shaped cross-beds.

7. Paleocurrent data indicate east, northeast and

southeast transport directions with a predominance

in the east to northeast directions.

8. Lower Lytle sandstones have a sheet-sand geometry

while those of the upper Lytle are lenticular,

pinching out into mudstones and siltstones.

9. Mudstones and siltstones are dominantly lavender

to maroon with some browns, reds, yellows and

white.

10. Uppermost Lytle beds are light colored, thin mud-

stones and sandstones with mottled or veined, iron
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staining. Rounded, indurated clay and chert

pebbles up to 3" in diameter cap the formation.

Sandstone units consist of white, pink and light brown,

medium- to fine-grained, commonly friable sandstones. The

thicker sandstones form massive, resistant outcrops along

hogbacks and escarpment faces. Thicker sandstone bodies con-

tain chert and quartzite pebble conglomerate layers with clay

clasts up to several inches in diameter at the base. Pebble

sizes range from 3/4 inch in diameter to coarse sand grains

and are poorly to well-sorted (Fig. 14). These conglomerate

beds are 6 inches to 20 feet thick and in some areas may be

interbedded with sandstones in the basal 20 feet of the for-

mation (Fig. 13). Pebbles of chert and quartz as well as

clay clasts also form single beds one-grain-thick, at the

bases of, and interbedded within cross-bedded sandstones.

Fine- to medium sand size, white clay grains are a

common constituent of these sandstones. These grains are

randomly distributed amongst the sand grains or concentrated

to form one-grain-thick laminae within cross-beds.

One of the more continuous Lytle sandstone outcrops is

near ly 1 mile in length and over 95 feet thick (Fig. 2).

This sandstone continues to the south of the quarry in the

central background of the photograph and except for the upper

10 to 20 feet, is composed entirely of sands, pebbles and
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Fig. 13. Interbedded sandstones and pebble conglomerates.
Trough and complex tabular-trough cross-sets. Note
that view parallel to axis is similar to tabular
cross-strata while view perpendicular to axis shows
trough cross-strata. View is of float block several
hundred yards north of measured section #7, T.IIN.,
R.69W., Section 4.
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clay as described above. Typically these sandstones contain

a clay matrix although locally clay content is minor and the

rock has good porosity and permeability.

Bedding within the sandstones is dominated by trough-

shaped cross-stratification. The sets are generally less

than 2 feet thick and average approximately 1 foot in thick-

ness. Widths of cross-sets vary from 12 feet to less than a

foot. Individual cross-sets are characterized by dip angles

of 100 to 200 with the more steeply dipping cross-beds be-

coming tangential or dipping at low angles at the base.

Figure 15 shows a thick sequence of wide, very shallow

dipping, trough cross-sets with transport directions

generally toward the viewer (east).

Confusion over bedding types arises when viewing trough

cross-sets parallel to the axis. A three-dimensional view of

several trough cross-sets show that, when viewed parallel to

the trough axis, the cross-strata is similar to a tabular

bedding style (Fig. 13). The lower set in Figure 13 shows

both trough and tabular characteristics.

Tabular and subparallel bedding are common, but subordi-

nate, features of these sandstones. Subparallel bedding

refers to sets of laminae or beds that are not totally hori-

zontal or planar but have a slightly tapered or wedg ing

nature and may show a slight degree of discordance (Fig. 16).
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Fig. 14. Rounded chert and quartz pebble conglomerate in the
basal Lytle Formation, unit 1, section #4.

Fig. 15. Low-angle, trough cross-stratified, Lytle sand-
stones. Note large width to thickness ratio of
cross-strata and white color of beds. View is
toward west in draw northwest of section #5.
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When descr ibed along a two-dimensional outcrop face, these

tabular and subparallel features, in some cases, may actually

be trough cross-strata and therefore decrease the apparent

occurrence of tabular and subparallel bedding.

There are intervals within these sandstones where trough

cross-bedding is not present and subparallel bedding and some

tabular cross-bedding can be documented. There appears to be

no particular pattern or bedding sequence although subparal-

lel and tabular cross-bedding are somewhat more prevalent in

the sands near the base and top of units.

Distinctive units are difficult to differentiate within

thick sandstone sections due to the lack of significant lith-

olog ic changes. Commonly 20- to 40-foot thick sequences of

generally uniform bedding types and grain sizes characterize

a typical un it. unit breaks are placed at a point where

laterally persistent reactivation surfaces are overlain by

distinct lithologic changes. Usually pebble conglomerates,

color and grain size changes overlie major truncation sur-

faces. In rare instances, 1- to 4-inch-thick, horizontal to

wavy laminated, iron stained, sandy mudstone drapes form a

persistent planar bed up to 40 feet wide within a massive

sandstone unit. These drapes eventually pinch out and are

separated by 3 to 15 feet of sandstone, suggesting subunits
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or mul tiple cycles of deposi tion may exist within these
thicker sandstone units.

Where sandstones dominate nearly the entire Lytle

Formation, two major sandstone units can always be differen-

tiated. As discussed above, these units are on the order of

20 to 40 feet thick. The two units are lithologically simi-

lar yet significant differences are apparent. The upper unit

may display thin pebble conglomerate beds at the base but

rarely contains pebbles within the sandstones above the base.

Grain sizes in the upper unit are slightly smaller, sorting

is better defined, and generally the scale of cross-bedding

is decreased. Both units display iron staining but the lower

unit contains more red hues while the upper unit contains

more yellow-brown limonite staining and is dominantly white

to very light gray.

A more significant difference between the two units is

their lateral continuity. The lower unit appears to be

present over most of the study area although it thins south

of measured section #5 (Plate 1) and may not be present just

south of Boxelder Creek (measured section #8, Plate 1). The

upper unit pinches out between measured sections #5 and #6

(Plate 1) and appears only as thin lenses of white sandstone

surrounded by mudstones between these two measured sections.
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Fig. 16. Banded, subparallel stratified sandstones overlying
trough cross-stratified, conglomeratic sandstones
in the lower Lytle, unit #1, section #5.

Fig. 17. Measured section #3 looking south. The J Sandstone
caps the mountain with Lytle channels forming the
lower sandstone outcrop. Note the abrupt pinch-out
of the upper Lytle channel on the right side of the
outcrop on the left.
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The upper sandstone changes abruptly to mudstone at the

north end of Table Mountain (measured section #3, Fig. 17).

The thick sandstone capping the mountain is the J Sandstone.

The lowermost sandstone in the photograph is the Lytle, with

the abrupt pinch-ou t occu rring in the outcrop on the left

side of the photograph. It is noted that this is the only

outcrop where dominantly southeast transport directions were

observed with tabular-tangential cross-bedding and subparal-

lel bedding forming a significant portion of the stratifica-

tion. As mentioned before, this may be a function of observ-

ing and measuring trough cross-bedding parallel or oblique to

the bedding axis.

Variegated mudstones, siltstones and very fine to fine-

grained sandstones constitute the remainder of the Lytle

Formation. These nonresistant deposits are commonly covered

and details of these deposits are scant. Typically, lavender

to dark brown siltstones and mudstones form lateral to or

immediately overlie the major sandstone units (Fig. 18).

Where intervals of these deposi ts are over approximately

10 feet thick, windows through the cover reveal some yellow

and red mudstones mixed with the lavender, brown and maroon

beds.

The upper 10 to 15 feet of the Lytle is irregularly

exposed and shows a highly variable, interbedded to inter-
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laminated sequence of sandstones, mudstones and some clay-

stones. In rare instances, the major Lytle sandstone units

are truncated and are immediately overlain by Plainview

deposits or may display only several feet of mudstone and

thin sandstone deposits before truncation by the Plainview.

These upper variable beds are usually less than 3 feet

thick and are white, yellow to yellow-brown, grading to a

dark maroon. Zones of limonite staining and mottled or

veined red to maroon hematite staining are very common. A

similar zone, described by Waage (1959a), is commonly found

in the outcrops of the Front Range. Mudcracks in hematite-

stained sandstones and mudstones were also observed. In most

all outcrops, pinhead-si zed spherulites of maroon to black

siderite(?) can be observed. These spherulites are found in

white sandstones and grade in abundance from only a few

percent to almost 100% in less than 2 vertical feet. They

may also be found in highly concentrated, several-inch-thick

beds, especially in the upper few feet of the formation.

Spherulitic siderite in the uppermost beds of the Lytle is a

persistent feature throughout the Western Interior (Eicher,

1962) •

A common feature found in the upper 15 feet of the lytle

is a lenticular scour-and-fill bed composed of silicified,

very hard, white to light yellow mud-matrix sandstone.
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Fig. 18. Lavender to dark brown mudstones, lateral to major
Lytle channel sandstones, are interbedded with
thin, lenticular splay sandstones at measured
section #6. View is toward east.

Fig. 19. Burrows found in splay sandstones shown in Fig. 18.
unit 2, section #6.
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Within these sandstones are numerous 2- to 3-inch diameter,

well-rounded clasts made up of the same mud-matrix sandstone,

only slightly darker yellow in color. These scour-and-fill

features are less than 5 feet thick and extend laterally for

up to 50 feet. The features are present throughout the study

area and their resistant nature and location near the top of

the formation was useful as a marker bed.

Organic sedimentary features are scarce throughout the

Lytle. No carbonaceous material was observed throughout the

study area. Highly oxidizing conditions during deposition

and recent weathering may have removed any traces of carbona-

ceous material. The iron-rich zones may be the remnants of

oxidized organic material or the iron-enriched horizons in

paleosols or both.

There are sparse trace fossils in the form of burrows

and trails at the tops of major sandstone units (Fig. 19) and

within the ferruginous zone capping the formation. Although

these trace fossils were not identified, their presence indi-

cates that nutrients on which these organisms fed must have

existed at the time of deposition and that the habitat was

compatible to the ~xistence of a limited fauna.

The Morrison-Lytle contact and the conformability of

this contact are problematical. The separation of the two

formations in the northern Front Range is typically placed at
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the base of the lowermost, massive-weathering, conglomeratic

sandstone of the Lytle (waage, 1955). This is complicated by

the fact that the Lytle may lack a massive, basal, conglom-

eratic sandstone and instead, thin, lenticular sandstones and

mudstones similar to those found in the Morrison dominate the

section. In some areas the Morrison contains sandstones and

conglomerate lenses in the upper part that are similar to

those of the Lytle. The absence of fossils, diagnostic of

either formation or useful as age indicators also complicates

the issue.

Waage (1955, 1959a) suggests that there is evidence,

though slight, that the base of the Lytle lies on a surface

of low relief eroded into the underlying Morrison. He con-

siders this contact to be a slight angular unconformity.

MacKenzie (1971) indicates that the Morrison-Lytle contact is

placed at the base of the lowermost massive-weathering sand-

stone. Since the base of the lowermost sandstone shifts up

and down in section along the outcrop, there is no more sig-

nificance to these lower scoured contacts than to any other

local scoured surfaces at the base of sandstone lenses within

the Lytle. The Lytle is therefore distinguished from the

Morr ison only by the more abundant sandstone lenses within

the Lytle.
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Haun and Barlow (1962) conclude that the Morrison-Lytle

contact is regionally conformable over most of Colorado and

Wyoming. Their work demonstrates interfingering relation-

ships between these formations and they assume that upper

Morrison deposition was taking place to the south contempo-

raneously with Dakota Group deposition to the north as the

Early Cretaceous sea advanced southward.

Very little additional information from this study can

be contributed to the previous interpretations and contro-

versy remains regarding this contact due to the extremely

limited number of outcrops and the poor quality and limited

lateral extent of exposures of this contact in the study

area. Although several outcrops in the vicinity of measured

section #7 appear to show the base of the Lytle sandstones,

there is no bedded Morrison even within shallow excavations

dug beneath these sandstones. The base of these sandstones

undulates with only 1 or 2 feet of relief. Iron staining and

numerous gray, green and brown clay clasts are also found

along the base of these sandstones. Lateral exposures of the

base of this sandstone are limited to several, less than

5 foot wide exposures, and are spaced at wide distances. No

appreciable relief other than the slight undulating surface

can be observed. Green claystones of the Mor rison can be
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observed approximately 20 feet below this sandstone at this

and several other locations within the study area.

At the location of measured section #8, the Morrison

contains several 10 to 12 foot thick sandstone ledges with 20

to 25 feet of nonresistant, covered zones between these

benches (not shown on Plate 1). The interval which normally

displays the major Lytle sandstones is a nonresistant, brown-

to red-weather ing, covered slope. The upper two Mor rison

sandstone ledges are similar to Lytle sandstones, but the

lowermost sandstone is a homogeneous, light brown color while

the uppermost sandstone is a light gray color 1 both lack

pebbles and both are fine to very fine-grained with consider-

able silt. The nonresistant slope between these two Morrison

sandstones is light gray in color and grade to red while

below these two sandstones the slope is a green color. The

stratigraphic position of these two sandstones is anomalously

low and suggest that these sandstones are part of the

Morrison Formation. Approximately 70 feet below the base of

the Plainview is an 8-foot-thick, light gray, fine to very

fine-grained, silty sandstone. This sandstone is within the

interval boundar ies for the Lytle, as proj ected from the

thickness of the Lytle sections to the north, only the sands

are finer grained than normal Lytle sands, especially for a

basal sandstone. This also may be a Morrison sandstone
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therefore making the contact between these formations indis-

tinct at this location.

Depositional Environments

The most outstanding feature of the Lytle Formation is

the widespread, poorly to moderately well-sorted, sandstones

and conglomeratic sandstones containing no organic remains.

A secondary feature is the variegated mudstones and silt-

stones lateral to and overlying these sandstones. This

sequence throughout the foreland basins is generally accepted

as representing fluv ial and flood plain deposi ts. weimer

(1970) describes Lytle fluvial channels along the southern

Front Range and in South Park that vary in width from a few

hundred feet to a few thousand feet and vary from a wedge

edge to as much as 60 feet in thickness. The Ld tholog ies

described by Weimer for the channel and flood plain deposits

are very similar to the Iitholog ies observed in the study

area and therefore fluvial channel and flood plain deposi-

tional environments are proposed for the Lytle Formation in

the study area. More spec ifically, details of the Lytle

stratigraphy correspond well with braided-stream deposi-

tional models.
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Details concerning meander ing-stream and point-bar

deposits are well documented in the literature while descrip-

tions of braided-stream deposits are somewhat lacking.

Characteristics of deposits of these two major stream types

are frequently similar yet certain distinguishing features,

when taken as a whole, strongly suggest that the Lytle was

deposited by a braided stream system. Smith (1970) indicates

that braided streams are characterized by high regional

slopes, rapid and extreme discharge fluctuations, easily

eroded banks, abundant sediment load with dominantly bedload

transport, and, of particular significance to the Lytle, a

large width to depth ratio of channels (Schumm, 1960; Klein,

1975). Leopold and Wolman (1957) further indicate that high

discharges for given slopes tend to favor braided stream

patterns. The Brahmaputra is a good example of a low gra-

dient, high discharge braided river (Coleman, 1969).·

Sand and coarser materials are deposited in braided

streams as longitudinal and transverse (linguoid) bars

(Boothroyd, 1976; Smith, 1970) by the initial process of

aggradation followed by progradation. This takes place when

a stream is unable to move its coarser load. This tends to

produce sheet-sand geometr ies with a widespread, similar,

stratigraphic sequence. Point-bar deposits are generally
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discontinuous and lenticular in nature (Reineck and Singh,
1975) .

Poor sorting and coarser sediments are more common in

braided than in meandering streams (Leopold and Wolman, 1957;

Smith, 1970; Williams and Rust, 1979). Braided streams,

dominated by longitudinal bars, are characterized by poorly

sorted sands and pebbles, whereas transverse bar dominated

streams tend to be better sorted and composed mostly of sand.

Also upward fining of grain sizes is not well-defined in

braided streams. Except for the basal, coarse, channel lags,

the sorting of individual units within point bars is typi-

cally good (Allen, 1965). Upward fining of grain sizes is

more pronounced in point-bar sequences than in braided-stream
deposi ts.

Bed forms and the sequence of bed forms in both braided

and meander streams deposits are variable and are not neces-

sar ily reliable features useful for discr iminating stream

types. Horizontal and subparallel bedding, as well as trough

and tabular cross-bedding of various sizes are common to both

stream types. Longitudinal bars tend to be dominated by

trough cross-beds and subparallel beds with minor amounts of

tabular cross-beds (Smith, 1970). Transverse bars typically

show more tabular cross-beds with some trough cross-beds and

minor amounts of horizontal bedding capping the bars. In
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many areas both bar types are present and they tend to over-

ride one another. Also migration of channels and bars or

dissection of bars by channels is frequent, and for these

reasons, stratigraphic sequences can be complex and bar mor-

phologies can be difficult to interpret. Point bars can also

show complex bed-form relationships especially if lateral

migration occurs or where repeated flooding scours and re-

builds these bars. According to Leopold et al. (1964), the

scale of bed forms and thickness of beds or units decreases

upward in point-bar deposits of separate flood cycles. These

units are also discontinuous and lenticular in nature.

Orientation of cross-bedding is generally unidirec-

tional or approximately parallel to the direction of channel

flow in braided streams (Coleman, 1969; Williams and Rust,

1969) • This is a significant character istic of the Lytle

Formation where nearly all trough-cross-bed orientations

fall in the northeast and southeast quadrant with a predomi-

nance in the east to northeast flow directions.

Fine-grained deposits found in clay drapes, abandoned

channel fills and swale fills, commonly associated with mean-

der ing stream deposits, are minor constituents of braided

stream deposits. Organic remains are frequently associated

with abandoned channel fill and swale fill but are rare to

absent in the braided system.
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Based on the above comparisons, the following character-

istics of the Lytle sandstones strongly indicate the Lytle

was deposited by a braided fluvial system:

1. The large width-to-thickness ratio of laterally

continuous sandstone deposits.

2. The poorly to moderately-sorted, gravelly sand-
stones.

3. The poorly defined upward fining-grain sizes.

4. Dominantly trough cross-bedding with lesser

amounts of tabular cross-bedding and subparallel

bedding.

5. Orientation of trough cross-bedding parallel to

flow direction of the channel.

6. Rare clay drapes or other fine-grained deposits
within the sandstones.

7. Absence of organic remains within the sandstones.

The conglomeratic, poorly sorted nature of the lower

sandstone unit of the Lytle, along with the dominance of

trough cross-bedding and some subparallel bedding indicate

that this unit was deposited in a section of a braided stream

dominated by longitudinal bars (Smith, 1970). Smith des-

cribes the proximal or near-source reach of the South Platte

River in Colorado as a longitudinal-bar-dominated, braided-

stream where grain sizes are coarse and poorly sorted.
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Trough cross-bedding and subparallel bedding are the dominant

bed forms in this section of the South Platte. The charac-

teristics of this modern environment appear to be very simi-

lar to the lower conglomeratic sandstone unit of the Lytle.

Another similar modern analogue to the lower Lytle is the

Donjek River in the southwest corner of the Yukon Territory

Canada. Williams and Rust (1969) have described a longi-

tudinal-bar-dominated portion of this river which also cor-

responds closely to the stratigraphy of the lower Lytle.

The upper sandstone unit of the Lytle braided channel

system is characterized by better sorting and significantly

smaller amounts of pebbles and pebble conglomerates than the

lower unit. Bed forms are dominated by smaller-scale, trough

cross-beds compared to the lower unit. Subparallel and hori-

zontal bedding are minor features and appear mostly at the

top of the unit. Tabular cross-beds are also minor but ran-

domly distributed features. This sandstone unit compares

reasonably well with Smith's (1970) description of the trans-

verse-bar-dominated portion of the South Platte River in

Nebraska. In this region, sands dominate the deposits due to

the coarser load dropping out up-stream and due to decreased
gradient of the river. Sorting is also better defined.

Cross-bedding is on a smaller scale, subparallel and hori-

zontal bedding are subordinate features and tabular cross-
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beds are more abundant than trough forms. The abundance of

tabular cross-beds in the South Platte River compared to the

dominance of trough cross-beds in the upper Lytle is the only

discrepancy in this analogue. Laterally close inspections

and walking out of the outcrop of the upper Lytle sandstones

was not possible in the study area due to the nature of this

unit outcropping along upper parts of escarpment faces.

Possibly closer examination of this unit would reveal more

tabular cross-beds or possibly deposition occurred under con-

ditions not exactly analogous to the South Platte.

Miall (1978) describes a South Saskatchewan-type,

braided-stream model which is also analogous to the upper

Lytle sandstone unit. Trough cross-bedded, coarse-grained

sandstone is the dominant lithology in these sand dominated

deposi ts , Tabular cross-beds, ripples, hor izontal beds,

massive beds and scour fills are also present in these de-

posi ts. Finely laminated and massive mudstones formed as

overbank and waning flood deposits, are also common consti-

tuents in this model. Both Miall (1978) and Smith (1970)

describe this portion of the braided stream as distal or

lower reach sequences of the braided fluvial system.

The mudstones, siltstones and thin sandstones that form

lateral to and that overlie these channel sandstones are

overbank, flood plain deposi ts formed dur ing flood per iods
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(Miall, 1978). Rivers that shift their positions rapidly do

not develop well-defined natural levees (Leopold and Wolman,

1957). In such cases the flood-plain deposits are similar in

nature to the more localized natural levee and crevasse splay

deposits of the more stationary rivers. Muddy sediments

along with an abundant amount of sand can be deposited on the

flood plain. The Brahmaputra is an example of a river which

frequently changes position and tends to develop poorly de-

fined levee deposits but displays numerous splay sands along

its banks (Coleman, 1969). Figure 18 shows a good example of

thin, lenticular, very fine-grained, silty, stacked, sand-

stone beds, interbedded with mudstones, which are interpreted

to be crevasse-splay sandstone and flood-plain mudstone

deposi ts. The crevasse-splay sandstones were deposi ted on

the lower portion of the flood-plain as sediment laden flood-

waters spilled over the river bank during the high water

flood stage. During the waning period of the flood cycle, as

water velocity and sedimentation decreased on the flood-

plain, the crevasse-splay sandstones must have remained sub-

merged for a period long enough to allow burrowing and brows-

ing organisms to partially rework the upper portion of these

deposi ts , The lack of any carbonaceous material in the

crevasse-splay or flood-plain deposits indicates that sub-

mergence of the flood-plain was of short duration and long
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periods of subaerial exposure allowed for complete oxidation

of all organic material in these deposits.

Soil horizons are also well developed on flood plains

(Reineck and Singh, 1975). Waage (1955) suggests that the

yellow, white and ferruginous beds at the top of the Lytle

are leached zones, possibly indica tive of soil hor izons.

Moberly (1962) interprets this zone as soil profiles that

closely resemble soil profiles forming under certain savannah

conditions today. He further suggests that seasonal lakes

may also be represented in these upper Lytle variegated beds.
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PLAINVIEW SANDSTONE

Introduction

Throughout most of the study area the Plainview consists

of two intervals which have distinctively different litholo-

gies. The lower portion is a variable mudstone and/or shale

interval with numerous thin, silty sandstone stringers. The

upper portion is a widespread sheet sandstone with Ii ttle

variation (Plate 1). Overall thickness of the Plainview

varies from 14 to over 31 feet while most of the interval is

14 to 20 feet thick. The upper sandstone is consistently 7

to 11 feet thick. Dolson (1981) descr ibes a very similar

sequence from south of the study area to south of

Fort Collins.

The brown-weathering sandstones and dark brown to black

mudstones and shales of the Plainview are in sharp contrast

to the underlying white sandstones and iron-stained deposits

of the Lytle (Fig. 20). Along limited exposures, the Lytle-

Plainview contact is sharp and planar (Figure 20) or more

commonly, is transitional, usually over a I-foot interval,

grading from heavily iron-stained sandstones of the Lytle to

bioturbated, carbonaceous, light gray siltstones, dark gray

shales and interbedded light brown silty sandstones of the
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Plainview. Every exposure of this contact displays a thin

veneer of coarse-sand-size to pebble sized chert, quartz and

claystone and sandstone clasts up to 3 inches in diameter

(Fig. 21). These larger particles are cemented in a very

hard, iron-rich, clay matrix sandstone which commonly

weathers with a vuggy or vesicular texture. The sharp, pla-

nar contact with significant lithologic changes across this

boundary, in combination with the pebble lag and no inter-

tonguing suggests that this is a disconformable contact.

MacKenzie (1971) summarizes the distinguishing features

found above and below this contact in Table 1.

Descriptive Stratigraphy of Lower Plainview

Outcrop exposures of the Plainview are poor to good.

Exposure of lower and upper contacts is limited due to cover

by slumping of deposits usually overlying these contacts.

The lower portion of the Plainview is exposed at mea-

sured sections #5 and #7 and shows a light to medium gray,

clay matrix, poorly sorted, fine-grained sandstone with abun-

dant carbonized wood chips and imprints and possible root

traces. These sandstones superficially resemble the Lytle

sandstones in their similar light gray color on fresh breaks

and the white to light gray clay matrix, yet these sandstones
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Fig. 20. Sharp, planar contact of Plainview Sandstone with
Lytle channel sandstone. Note distinct color change
from typical brown-weathering, marine-influenced
Plainview, above contact, to white-weathering,
fluvial channel of Lytle, below contact. Section
#6.

Fig. 21. Indurated, subangular to rounded, claystone
sandstone clasts with rounded chert and quartz
bles in iron-rich, clay matrix sandstone. This
glomeratic lag, with pebbles up to 3 inches in
meter, is common at the base of the Plainview.
is of unit 1, section #7.

and
peb-
con-
dia-
View
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contain abundant carbonaceous material and lie above the

basal conglomeratic lag.

At measured section #7, the basal sandstone contains

chert and quartz from coarse sand size to 1/4 inch in dia-

meter. There are also pebble-sized clasts of what appear to

be reworked, cemented Lytle sandstones within this basal

sandstone. Bed forms were mostly obscured although some

small-scale trough cross-beds were observed. The sandstone

forms a lenticular, channel-like body tapering from a maximum

of 10 feet thick to a feather-edge over a lateral distance of

40 feet. Overlying and lateral to this sandstone is a

covered, nonresistant zone less than 8 feet thick. This zone

darkens upward from medium gray to dark gray-black and is

mudstone and/or claystone, capped by a thin coal.

waage (1955) reports finding linguloid brachiopods from

this lower, shaly portion of the Plainview in approximately

the same area as this measured section (Boxelder Creek).

Easton (1960) suggests that this organism is a brackish water

indicator.

The basal sandstone at measured section #5 is 2 feet

thick and appears rooted and/or burrowed. The base and lat-

eral extent of the sandstone could not be observed due to

cover. This sandstone grades sharply into a 6-inch-thick,

bone coal which displays abundant plant fossils. Some of
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this material appears to be leaf, reed, or grass, and root(?)

fossils. Overlying the coal is a 9-foot-thick unit of inter-

bedded, dark gray to black, carbonaceous, silty shales, silt-

stones and sandstones. The lower part of the unit shows a

slight wavy bedding character with intense vertical burrowing

and/or root traces and trails with fecal pellets on the

bounding surfaces. Hor izontally laminated, light gray to

light brown, sandy siltstones (lower part of unit) grading

upward to very fine-grained silty sandstones with some micro-

cross-laminations form 1/2- to 6-inch-thick beds that are

interbedded with the silty shales. The sandstone beds in-

crease in thickness upward and are laterally continuous for

several tens of feet. Scouring is not evident at the base of

these beds. Trace fossils decrease in abundance upwards and

appear mostly on bounding surfaces.

Variations of the above unit, containing more siltstone

and sandstone with less shale and carbonaceous material were

observed at measured sections #3 and #4a. Here the horizont-

ally laminated sandstones are interbedded with brown mud-

stones and siltstones. Bed thickness varies from several

inches to 18 inches thick. The sandstone beds are more dis-

continuous and vary laterally from several feet to several

tens of feet. Trace fossils are common in the mudstones and

along bounding surfaces of the siltstones and sandstones.
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Some of the thicker sandstones show a slight scour or convex

base into the underlying deposits while other sandstones show

flat basal contacts. The entire Plainview section is exposed

at measured section #4a (Fig. 22) with the lower interbedded

mudstone and sandstone unit changing to an upper, dominantly

sandstone unit (at the top of the Jacob's staff, Fig. 22).

Interpretation of Depositional Environments, Lower Plainview

Frey and Basan (1978) and Kraft (1971) describe salt

marshes fringing the coastal side of barrier island lagoons

which have similar lithologies and stratigraphic sequences to

those observed in the lower Plainview at measured sections #5

and #7. The basal sandstone at measured section #7 repre-

sents a small tidal or distributary channel. These channels

are commonly found in salt marshes (Frey and Basan, 1978).

The overlying dark gray to black mudstone and coal represents
marsh deposits.

The lowermost Plainview sandstone (Unit 1) observed at

measured section #5 is difficult to interpret due to the

limi ted exposure. It may represent another channel deposit

or one of the following deposits described by Kraft (1971);

high marsh, lagoonal beach or possibly back barrier washover.

The overlying coal, grading to carbonaceous shale, inter-
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Fig. 22. Plainview Sandstone, measured section #4a. Basal,
mudstones and siltstones, interbedded with upward
thickening, horizontally laminated sandstones,
over lain by thin to thick bedded, subparallel to
low-angle cross-stratified sandstones.
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bedded with siltstone and sandstone is characteristic of

marsh grading to lagoon or possibly tidal flat deposits in

response to arise in sea level (Kraft, 1971; Reineck and

Singh, 1973).

The lower Plainview at measured sections #3 and #4a,

containing more sandstone and siltstone than measured

sections #5 and #7, is interpreted to be lagoon deposi ts.

The interbedded siltstones and sandstones are interpreted to

be barrier- island washover splays deposi ted in the lagoon

during storm events (Reineck and Singh, 1973; Kraft, 1971)

and possibly current-reworked, lagoonal deposits (Biggs,

1978). The upward thickening of the sandstones is related to

the proximity of the barrier island as it retreated landward

over the lagoon deposits. Kraft (1971) documents similar

lagoonal lithologies on the Delaware coastline.

It is possible that the lower Plainview deposits at

measured sections #3 and #4a represent tidal flat or low

marsh deposits. Reineck and Singh (1973) indicate that back

barrier tidal flat deposits may be difficult to differentiate

from lagoonal deposits in the stratigraphic record. Frey and

Basan (1978) further suggest that sediments of the low marsh
can be indistinguishable from sand or mud flat sediments.

Reineck and Singh (1973) and Klein (1977) indicate that

tidal flats invariably are reworked by tidal channels or in-
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elude tidal-channel deposits. No well-defined channels were

observed in the interbedded mudstone, siltstone and sandstone

deposits of the lower Plainview. Instead, thin, laterally

continuous, horizontally laminated, silty sandstones with

some micro cross-laminations and little burrowing character-

ize the lower Plainview sandstones at measured sections #3

and #4a. Clay clasts and shells, typically found at the base

of tidal channels were not noted at the base of the lower

Plainview sandstones, nor was major channel scouring

apparent. The lower Plainview sandstones at measured

sections #3 and #4a are therefore more suggestive of storm-

rela ted washover deposi ts or current-related deposi ts of a

lagoonal environment. Reineck and Singh (1973), Kraft and

Chacko (1979), and Swift (1968) indicate that washover is a

significant process which contributes to the continued growth

of a retreating barrier island as sea level rises during
transgressions.

The lower Plainview interval in the locality of measured

section #4 appears more similar to tidal-sand-flat deposits

than the depos its of prev iously descr ibed sections. Fine-

grained, light to medium gray-brown with irregular maroon

staining, wavy to flaser stratified, clay matrix sandstones

dominate the lower 3.5 feet of this interval. Trails, fecal

piles and re-working by organisms including Arenicolites is
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prevalent as shown in Figure 23. These laminated to very

thinly bedded sandstones grade up to thinly bedded, tabular-

tangential cross-stratified. with some horizontally strati-

fied, sandstones in the upper 4 feet of this interval

(Fig. 24). Sorting improves upward with silica cement domi-

nating over clay matrix. Trace fossils, including

Arenicolites, are restricted to a few 4- to 6-inch beds

interbedded with the cross-stratified and horizontally

stratified beds. Cross beds are 4 to 6 inches thick, high-

angle, tabular types, commonly tangential at their bases and

continue laterally parallel to the axis from several feet up

to 20 feet along the outcrop.

Reineck and Singh (1973) describe intertidal sand flats

along the German, Dutch North Sea coast that are similar to

the lower Plainview interval described above. Typically the

sand flat develops near the low-water line of a tidal region

and, therefore, is affected by high current and wave energies

which winnow out the muds and reduce populations and traces

of organisms. The mixed sand and mud flats and the mud flats

nearer the high-water line display a greater degree of bur-

rowing and trace-fossil assemblages than the lower sand
flats. An exception to this generality is the Arenicola sand

flats found along the German-Dutch North Sea coast. These

sand flats display a high degree of burrowing including the
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Fig. 23. Bioturbated, wavy- to flaser-stratified, tidal-
sand-flat deposits showing reworked bedding surface
with trails and iron staining. Unit 1, section #4,lower Plainview.

Fig. 24. Thinly bedded, wavy and bimodal cross-stratified,
bioturba ted, tidal-sand-flat deposi ts over lying
those shown in Figure 27. Arenicolites (not
visible) are abundant in these sandstones. Unit 2,
Section #4, lower Plainview.
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plural tube traces of Arenicola. Reineck and Singh indicate

that these sand flats form in areas protected by morphologic

depressions such as along the margins of lagoons, bays, est-

uaries or behind barrier islands or sand bars. This type of

sand flat appears to be an analogue to the lower Plainview in

the vicinity of measured section *4.

Adjacent and lateral to these tidal flat deposits is a

more thickly bedded, tabular cross-stratified (high angle)

sandstone that is at least 13 feet thick (Fig. 25). The

sands are dominantly medium-grained and tend to be more

rounded than the sands in the prev iously descr ibed sand-

stones. The cross-beds are generally 6 inches to 1 foot

thick and can be traced for several tens of feet along the

outcrop. Bimodal, herringbone cross-bedding characterize

the total interval. Fac ies relationships wi th surrounding

deposits are not discernible due to lateral and basal cover

and erosion of the overlying section. Clay pebbles and solu-

tion vugs from dissolved clasts are common along reactivation

surfaces and bounding surfaces of cross-beds, particularly in

the lower portion of the interval (Fig. 26). Scattered shell

imprints can also be observed along these surfaces as seen in

Figure 26.

The combination of clay pebbles, shell debris and

coarser grain sizes in comparison to surrounding sediments,
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Fig. 26.
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Thinly bedded, laterally continuous, high-angle,
tabular cross stratified, tidal channel deposi ts.
Bimodal transport directions are apparent. View
toward northeast. This sandstone is southeast of
section #4 and equivalent to units I and 2 of the
lower Plainview.

Vugs from dissolved clay clasts and shell imprints
on basal reactivation surface in Plainview tidal
channel shown in Figure 25.
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together with bimodal cross-bedd ing, has been observed in

many modern sedimentary environments and is diagnostic of

tidal channel or barrier inlet deposition. Reineck and Singh

(1973) observed these features in the higher-energy tidal

channels along the German-Dutch coast of the North Sea, as

did Klein (1975). Klein noted the same characteristics in

tidal-channel deposits in the Wash along England's east

coast. These features were also noted by Harrison (1975)

along the smaller inlet floors north of the main Chesapeake

Bay inlet. These inlets are marginal to tidal flats that

form around large bays and landward of barrier-island wash-
overs.

Transport direction data from cross-beds indicate that

currents within this channel flowed north-northwest and

south-southeast. No dominant flow direction in either direc-

tion is apparent. The general alignment for most tidal

channels and tidal inlets is normal to the shoreline. This

indicates that the shoreline in this vicinity trended in an

east-northeast, west-southwest direction. This corresponds

with an east-west Plainview shoreline interpretation in the

Fort Collins area by Wescott (1979) and is also supported by

the same trend interpreted by MacKenzie (1971) for an area
south of Boulder.
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Descriptive Stratigraphy of Upper Plainview

The uppermost Plainview interval is a widespread, con-

tinuous, 5- to II-foot thick, light- to medium-yellow-brown

to red-brown sheet sandstone. This sandstone has a slight

amount of clay matrix and is dominantly very fine-grained to

fine-grained with some medium-grained sandstones near the

base. Sorting is rather poor with the better sorted sands

occurring in the middle of the interval. Horizontal to sub-

parallel stratification is dominant with some large-scale,

very low-angle, trough cross-stratification and rare

tabular-type cross-stratification. Reactivation surfaces,

commonly showing a slight scour and fill, separate the bed-

ding sets, particularly in the upper portion of this inter-

val. Undulatory ripple marks occur on the bounding surfaces

of the uppermost beds. Trace fossils are absent in this

interval. Very sandy, rounded, silicified clay clasts 1/8-

1 1/2 inches in diameter were observed in the very uppermost

beds in the vicinity of measured section *7. Figure 27 shows

an outcrop of this sandstone.

This interval is lithologically very similar throughout

the study area and is even found capping the tidal sand flats

of measured section i4 (Plate 1). Dolson (1981) describes

these same characteristics for this thin sandstone from
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immediately south of this study area to the outcrops just

west of Fort Collins.

Where this sandstone overlies an interval that is domi-

nantly sandstone, such as the tidal-sand-flat beds of

measured section #4, or the thicker, washover-sandstone beds

of measured sections #3, #4 and #6, the contact appears sharp

and planar. This contact could easily be considered of minor

impor tance and overlooked if it were not for the fact that

two significant lithologic changes occur across this contact.

The sandstones underlying this contact are dominantly fine-

grained and trace fossils are common. Wood imprints and car-

bonaceous material can also be observed below this contact.

Immediately overlying the contact the sandstones are domi-

nantly very fine-grained and trace fossils are absent.

This uppermost Plainview sandstone grades rapidly into

the overlying Skull Creek Shale, interpreted as shelf marine
shales.

Interpretations of Depositional Environments,
Upper Plainview

Investigations of barrier-island complexes and the

near-shore region along the U.S. Atlantic coast by Field and

Duane (1976), Fischer (196l), Kraft (197l) and Swift (196B)
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Fig. 27. Typical appearance of upper Plainview, subparallel
and low-angle, cross-stratified, transgressive
sheet sandstone. View toward northeast, unit 3,
section #6.

RETENTION OF COASTAL SEDIMENT RECORD IN A

TRANSGRESSING SEA
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have documented that most of a barrier island, particularly

the subaerial deposits, are not preserved under conditions of

a rising sea level (transgression). Under conditions of a

stable, low gradient coastal plain and marine shelf, with

sufficient sediment supply and proper wave, current, tidal

and wind conditions, a barrier island retreats landward

during rising sea level. This is accomplished largely by

washover during storms and partially by wind-blown sedimen-

tation. As the island retreats landward over back barrier

deposits, erosion occurs at the foreshore (beach face),

commonly reworking the subaerial deposits of the barrier as

well as some of the intertidal and subtidal deposits includ-

ing older washover and lagoonal deposits underlying the

barrier island. According to Kraft (1971) and Fischer

(1961), the retention of a barrier island stratigraphic se-

quence is largely dependent on rate of sea level rise

(Fig. 28). Field and Duane (1976) suggest that slope and

sediment supply also play a significant role in retention of
these deposits.

The preserved stratigraphic record of a barrier island

complex during a transgression, according to the above inves-

tigations, is some portion of a back-barrier lagoon including

the underlying deposits and possibly part of the washover

deposits. Cores from the shelf and shoreface region of the
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Atlantic coast show that a thin veneer of reworked sands of

shoreface bars and shoals overlies these back barrier de-

posits with a sharp contact (Field and Duane, 1976). These

sands are reworked by high-energy wave and current processes

and show mostly upper-flow-regime planar stratification with
minor reworking by organisms.

The stratigraphic sequence recorded in the Plainview

appears to be analogous to the record observed along the

Atlantic coast. Missing from the stratigraphic sequence of

the Plainview are sediments interpreted as back-barrier

marshes, eolian dunes, backshore and probably beach deposits.

This is most apparent at measured section #5 where the upper

Plainv iew sandstone sharply over lies, with no transi tion,

darker, organic-rich, lagoonal deposits. The upper Plainview

sandstone would then represent shoreface sediments that were

deposited seaward of the foreshore zone. Davis (1978) des-

cribes sands that are deposi ted seaward of the swash and

runnel zones as being generally finer grained than those of

the foreshore. Stratification can be highly varied in re-

sponse to deposition related to longshore currents, rip

currents and wave activity. Sandstone lithologies are also

dependent on bar and inner bar morphology, depth and distance

from shoreline.
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The cross-strata data from the upper Plainview yields a

polymodal transport pattern with a dominant northeast trend.

This trend probably represents deposition by a longshore

current.

The Plainview-Skull Creek contact is readily apparent

on the outcrop where the upper Plainview sandstone changes

abruptly to gray shale interbedded with thin sandy siltstones

of the Skull Creek. This interbedded zone is typically less

than 13 feet thick.

Picking this contact on electric logs is

difficult. The basal Skull Creek interbedded siltstone and

shale zone displays an increased resistivity response with no

corresponding change in the SP response when compared to the

overlying shale interval of the Skull Creek. The Plainview,

which is nonporous and impermeable, commonly displays a

strong resistivity response with a slight SP response in the

sandstone interval, then both the resistivity and the SP

character will typically approach the shale line which can be

either lower Plainview or upper Lytle.
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SKULL CREEK SHALE

Introduction

The Skull Creek is a nonresistant, valley-forming inter-

val lying between the resistant ridge forming Plainview and

J Sandstones. It is composed mostly of shales with thin,

interbedded siltstones and becomes increasingly sandy near

the top. Thin bentonites and fossiliferous limestone beds

are interspersed from approximately the middle to the top of

the Skull Creek.

waage (1955) indicates that the entire Skull Creek in-

terval north of Boulder was deposited under marine condi-

tions. This interpretatiion is based on plesiosaur bones

found at the base, foraminifera found in the lower, dark gray

shale part, and the carbonate benches containing Inoceramus

comancheanus fauna found in the middle to upper part.

Cobban and Reeside (1952), Scott (1970) and Curry (1962)

have correlated Early Cretaceous faunal zones and rock units

of the Western Inter ior with faunal zones established in

other parts of North America and Europe. The Inoceramus

comancheanus found in the Skull Creek Shale and equivalents

is considered to be Early Cretaceous (Albian) age. The

Albian age determined for the Skull Creek is supported by the
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work of Hancock (1975), Kauffman (1977), and Vail, et al.

(1977). Their studies indicate that a worldwide sea level

rise at the beginning of the Albian stage, followed by a sea

level drop at approximately 97 million years before present

(late Albian), corresponds with deposition of the Skull Creek

Shale and the J Sandstone respectively.

The Skull Creek, within the study area, is covered for

the most part and the only fair to good exposures of the en-

tire interval are found along the outcrops between measured

sections #5 and #7 in the southern portion of the study area.

Even there, a composite description is necessary because a

completely exposed section is not available.

Measured thicknesses of the Skull Creek range from 138

to 145 feet in the southern portion of the study area. Dis-

crepancies in thickness may be due to arbitrary choice of

covered contacts or attenuation of the section along steeply

dipping strata as it crosses a fold at the boundary of a

basement fault block in this area. Location in the section

of particular lithologies and the thickness of these litholo-

gies show little variation and correlate exceptionally well

along the exposed outcrop.

Measured thicknesses of the Skull Creek in the northern

portion of the study area range from 65 to 87 feet. The

upper part of the Skull Creek has been removed and replaced
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by the J Sandstone. This thinning of the Skull Creek forms a

valley-like feature as it trends northeast from the outcrop

into the subsurface of the northern Denver Basins (Plate 2).

Subsurface mapping shows that this thinning has abrupt mar-

gins, varies from 3 to 20 miles in width, while averaging

8 miles in width, and shows that the Skull Creek is consis-

tently about 80 feet thick along this thin. The thin is a

continuous feature that extends from the study area outcrop

to the Hartville uplift. In the region away from the valley

feature, the Skull Creek thickness varies gradually from 140
to 200 feet.

Inoceramus comancheanus found in the upper fossilifer-

ous limestone beds and arenaceous foraminifers found in the

lower shales indicate that the entire Skull Creek in the

study area is of marine origin (Eicher, 1962; Reeside, 1923;

Waage, 1955). Even though the Skull Creek represents deposi-

tion under marine conditions, the interval can be divided

into three parts based on lithologies which represent parti-

cular marine environments.

Lower Portion of Skull Creek

The basal 5 to 13 feet of the Skull Creek consists of

very fine-grained sandy siltstones, interbedded with silty,
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dark gray, blocky-weathering shales. The sandy siltstones,

in some cases, grade to very silty sandstones. These beds

are commonly 1 to 3 inches thick and are light gray to red-

gray on fresh breaks and weather light gray, yellow, pink and

maroon. Horizontal to subparallel laminae dominate in these

siltstones while some wavy to micro cross-laminae are appa-

rent in the upper part of these beds. Trails and fecal pel-

lets are found on the upper bounding surfaces. The inter-

bedded shales contain discontinuous, light-gray silt laminae

and are moderately bioturbated. A several-inch-thick, red-

dish-brown ironstone concretionary bed occurs near the top of

this interval. Figure 29 shows an outcrop of this interval

at measured section #6.

Reineck and Singh (1973) describe the transitional zone

which denotes transitional sediments between shoreline-sand

and shelf-mud sediments. This zone is characterized by

clayey-silt to silty sand. These sediments are finer grained

than the shoreline sands, but coarser grained than the shelf

muds. Deposits within the transition zone are variable and

depend on sediment supply and energy of the coast. Water

depths of the transition zone vary between 6 and 90 feet.

The upper limit of the transition zone is located just

below normal wave base. Suspended silts and clays are,

therefore, the dominant sedimentary material supplied to this
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Fig. 29. Interbedded, bioturbated, sandy siltstones and
silty shales of the lower portion of the Skull Creek
Shale transition zone. Unit 1, section #6.

Kj

Upper~~~~'
Ksc

Fig. 30. Middle and upper Skull Creek Shale (Ksc), overlain
by J Sandstone (Kj), measured section #7. Note dark
gray shale (middle Skull Creek interval) with thin,
cream colored bentonites, overlain by olive-brown
sandstone and shale, upper Skull Creek interval.
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zone. Sandy beds are the result of deposition during storms,

and horizontal stratification is the result of higher energy
conditions.

This zone is commonly strongly bioturbated except for

the storm deposited beds. During storms, sedimentation rates

are too high and energy conditions are unfavorable for brows-

ing organisms to rework these sediments. Shell layers are

common in this zone and may be allochthonous or autochthonous
in nature.

The deposi ts of the lower Skull Creek are similar in

character to those described by Reineck and Singh (1973) for

the transition zone. The degree of bioturbation appears to

be less and shell layers are absent in the lower Skull Creek.

The absence of shell layers may be a function of high sedi-

mentation rates and/or the conditions of the bottom and water

of the transgressing Skull Creek Sea. Eicher (1962) suggests

that low water salinity and, possibly, highly reducing bottom

conditions existed in the Skull Creek Sea, thereby reducing

the diversity and populations of marine organisms.

Middle Portion of Skull Creek

The middle portion of the Skull Creek Shale is approxi-

mately 100 feet thick. Sandy sil tstones with interbedded,
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silty shales of the lower Skull Creek grade rapidly into very

dark gray shales with scattered, very thin siltstone beds of

this middle interval. The upper 20 feet of this interval

contains an upward increasing amount of interbedded olive-

brown shale and sandy siltstone. At 105 feet above the top

of the Plainview the Skull Creek is dominantly olive-brown,

sandy siltstone with some interbedded olive-brown, silty

shale. This point defines the top of the middle Skull Creek

and the base of the upper Skull Creek (Fig. 30).

The dark gray, noncalcareous, clay shales of the middle

interval are fissile in nature. Calcite-rich, brown-weather-

ing, spherical concretions up to 3 feet in diameter were ob-

served near the base of this interval. Scattered throughout

this shale are thin, horizontally laminated, nonbioturbated

sil tstone beds less than 6 inches, and commonly less than

2 inches thick. These siltstones weather light gray, yellow

and red-brown. Starting approximately 70 feet above the top

of the Plainview and continuing into the basal part of the

upper Skull Creek there are at least four separate bentonite

beds. These beds are 2 to 4 inches thick and weather cream

to pale yellow-brown (Fig. 30). Approximately 85 feet above

the Plainview is the first occurrence of a series of olive-

brown, calcareous, sandy siltstone beds. These beds increase

in frequency in the upper Skull Creek interval and also in-
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Fig. 31. Fossiliferous limestone containing disarticulate
Inoceramus and oyster shells. Sample is from the
middle Skull Creek interval, unit 2, section #6.
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crease in thickness from 6 inches to over 2 feet. Horizontal

to wavy and some micro cross-laminations dominate these very

fine-grained, sandy siltstones. Rare trace fossils and ver-

tical escape burrows, 1/16 inch in diameter were observed in

the siltstones.

The lowermost of at least four thin, dark brown, silty,

crystalline limestones occurs approximately 92 feet above

the Plainview. Two of these limestones occur in this middle

interval and two occur in the upper interval at measured

section #5. The limestones are about 2 inches thick and

commonly display a shell hash interspersed and on the bedding

surface (Fig. 31). Reeside (1923) identified the shells as

Inoceramus comancheanus and Ostrea larimerensis. These

shells appear only in a disarticulated and broken condition,

indicating that they were transported and deposited. Fresh

breaks of this limestone have a strong petroliferous odor.

The middle Skull Creek interval represents deposition on

the marine shelf. Water depth was great enough so that waves

and/or currents were not sufficient to deposit sands or agi-

tate the bottom. This is evidenced by the undisturbed ben-

tonite beds. Occasionally, storms or currents were capable

of supplying silt-sized material to this central basin

region. Figure 32 shows the paleogeography at the time of

maximum extent of the Skull Creek Seaway corresponding to the
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period during which this middle interval was deposited. The

influx of calcareous, sandy siltstones combined with trans-

ported shell debris in the upper portion of the middle inter-

val suggests a shallowing of the seaway and the onset of a
major regression.

Upper Portion of Skull Creek

The upper 40 feet, approximately, of the Skull Creek is

dominated by 1- to 2-foot thick, olive-brown, calcareous,

sandy siltstones, as described previously, and olive-brown,

silty shales (Fig. 30). The frequency and thickness of the

shales decrease upward and the siltstones become dominant.

The content of very fine-grained sand increases upward and

the siltstones change to very silty sandstones near the base

of the overlying J Sandstone. Trace fossils are a minor con-

stituent of this interval, possibly indicating that sedimen-

tation rates were high. Figure 33 shows a siltstone bed

scoured and overlain by another very calcareous siltstone
bed.

Th is upper, olive-brown, interbedded shaly, siltstone

interval is again similar to the transition zone described

by Reineck and Singh (1973). The presence of allochthonous

shell debris and the slight scour of underlying beds as des-
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Fig. 33. Horizontally laminated sil tstone bed in the upper
Skull Creek interval. Note slight scour in the
lower sil tstone, filled in by the over lying limy
siltstone. Unit 1, section #8.
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cribed by Reineck and Singh is further evidence for the tran-

sitional nature of this interval. The greater thickness of

this interval with respect to the lower Skull Creek interval

may be a function of deposition related to transgressive con-

ditions versus deposition related to regressive conditions in

the upper Skull Creek deposits. Many other factors, as men-

tioned previously, could also influence the different charac-
teristics of these two transitional deposits.
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J SANDSTONE

Introduction

The J Sandstone includes all the beds lying above the

Skull Creek Shale and below the Mowry Shale. It represents

deposition that occurred before and following a eustatic

lowering of the sea approximately 97 million years before
present.

The J Sandstone was deposited under a variety of envi-

ronmental conditions resulting in lithologies of various

sandstone types, siltstones, claystones and coals. Light

brown-weathering, moderately- to well-sorted, very fine- to

medium-grained sandstones are the dominant lithologic compo-

nent. Minor amounts of interspersed, sand-sized chert grains

are also common. Minor to moderate amounts of interstitial

clay and silica cement are characteristic of these generally

non-permeable sandstones. Locally, a thin, less than 2-foot

thick, pebble conglomerate caps the J Sandstone.

Organic sedimentary features commonly found in the sand-

stones are carbonaceous material and trace fossils including

tracks, trails, burrows, wood imprints, leaf imprints and

root zones. Common inorganic sedimentary features include,

cross-stratification of all types and sizes, horizontal and
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subparallel stratification, ripple marks, sand- to pebble-
sized clay clasts and mud cracks.

Marginal marine, shallow-water deltaic complexes, and

coastal plain deposits are commonly recognized in the

J Sandstone interval. The following particular depositional

environments within the above categories have been suggested:

marine bars, barrier islands, lagoons, tidal channels, tidal

flats, estuaries, delta front sheet sands, bays, distributary

and fluvial channels, overbank and crevasse splays, levees,

swamps, marshes and lakes (Baker, 1962; Exum and Harms,

1966; MacKenzie, 1971, 1972; Matuszczak, 1973; Skolnick,
1958; Weimer and Land, 1972).

It is generally believed that the complex relationships

of lateral facies changes observed in the widespread but gen-

erally thin J Sandstone and equivalent intervals are a func-

tion of sedimentation rates exceeding subsidence rates. This

condition occurred as the Skull Creek Sea retreated from the

stable cratonic interior. Delta systems and shorelines

therefore prograded and shifted with considerable reworking

as the regression of the shallow, Early Cretaceous sea pro-

ceeded (Franks, 1975; Haun, 1963; Kauffman, 1977; MacKenzie,
1971; Skolnick, 1958).

Exposures of the J Sandstone are poor to good within the

study area. The best sections for study are found in draws
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and along the more steeply dipping beds in the southern part

of the study area. Rarely can a full section be observed at

one loca tion. Talus usually covers the base and the upper

beds are usually poorly exposed on dip slopes.

The thickness of the J Sandstone varies from approxi-

mately 60 to 160 feet along the outcrop. The thickest sec-

tions are present in the northernmost outcrops. The

Jerry Chambers #1-18 State well drilled 6 miles northeast of

these northern outcrops contains 144 feet of J Sandstone

(Plate 1). The J Sandstone in Borie Field, 8 miles northeast

of this well measures up to 112 feet thick.

Corresponding to the regional Skull Creek thin (Plate 2)

described in the Skull Creek section is a thick J Sandstone

trend (Plate 3). The thickness of the J Sandstone within the

trend varies from 100 to 160 feet. A direct relationship is

apparent from the measured outcrop sections and the subsur-

face mapping which shows that a thin Skull Creek Shale sec-

tion corresponds to a thick J Sandstone section. The margins

of the J Sandstone thick are abrupt and the widths and bound-

aries of the thick are coincident with the widths and bound-

aries of the Skull Creek thin. As noted for the Skull Creek

thin, the J Sandstone thick is a continuous feature that

extends northeastward from the study area outcrops, into the

subsurface of the northern Denver basin, then trends north-
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ward to the Hartville uplift. In the region away from the

thick, the J Sandstone thickness varies from approximately 20
to 40 feet.

In the northern part of the study area, composite meas-

urements from measured sections #ld and #le indicate that the

J Sandstone may be as much as 160 feet thick. The J Sand-

stone in the southern part of the study area is approximately

60 feet thick while the Skull Creek Shale is approximately

140 feet thick, yielding a combined thickness of 200 feet for

both formations. If the Skull Creek was originally 140 feet

thick in the northern area and if the combined thickness of

both the Skull Creek and the J Sandstone is approximately

200 feet in the northern area then up to '100 feet of Skull

Creek was removed before deposi tion of 160 feet of J Sand-

stone occurred, The Skull Creek measures only 65 feet thick

at measured section #1, suggesting that approximately

75 feet of Skull Creek has been removed at this location.

The unconformable contact of the J Sandstone with the black

shales of the middle Skull Creek interval (unit 2 of measured

sections #5, #6 and #7), based on the above measurements and

assumptions, must then show 40 feet of relief between the

outcrops from which the figures for the northern area were

derived (less than 1 mile).
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Within the study area, the J Sandstone has distinctively

different lithologic sequences. In the southern part of the

area, the J Sandstone can be d ivided into three separa te

intervals starting with a lower marine sandstone, overlain by

coastal plain and fluvial deposits which in turn are discon-

formably overlain by marine sandstones.

Along the outcrops in the northern, approximately 1/3 of

the study area, the J Sandstone can also be divided into

three intervals, of which the lower two are distinctively

different from the lower two intervals of the southern area.

The lowermost interval in the northern area unconformably

overlies the Skull Creek Shale, and is fluvial and/or estua-

rine in nature. The middle interval is dominated by tidal

flat deposits while the upper interval contains estuarine

and/or marine sandstones. Estuarine, as used above, applies

to those deposits showing intermixed freshwater-fluvial and

marine characteristics. The outcrop section interconnecting

the southern and northern areas is very poorly exposed due to

faulting, cover and erosion.
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Descriptive Stratigraphy, Lower Sandstone Interval:

Southern Area

The lowermost J Sandstone in the southern part of the

study area is 13 to 51 feet thick, laterally continuous and

commonly bioturbated. The lower portion of the sandstone

(unit 1 of measured sections #5, #6, #7 and #8) is dominantly

fine-grained, very light gray (fresh surfaces), to light

brown (weathered surfaces) and poorly to moderately well

sorted. Beds are very thin, less than 2 inches thick, wavy,

bioturbated with moderate amounts of clay matrix and silt

interbedded with clean, thin, 3- to 10-inch thick, horizontal

to subparallel laminated beds (Fig. 34). Extensive reworking

by deposit feeding organisms is apparent on wavy and rippled

bedding surfaces and in thin, reworked, poorly sorted beds

(Figs. 35 and 36). This description applies to the lower

beds of this basal marine sandstone throughout the southern
part of the study area.

The upper part of the above sandstone varies with res-

pect to the type and amount of biogenic activity and strati-

fication. The variations appear to be a function of deposi-

tional energy. Along the outcrop from approximately 2 miles

north of measured section #5 to immediately south of measured

section #6, the upper portion of the sandstone (unit 1) is
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Fig. 34. Interbedded, wavy, burrowed and bioturbated, and
horizontal to subparallel laminated sandstones in
the lower marine deposits of the J Sandstone.
Unit 1, section #7, southern area.

Fig. 35. Abundant trace fossils common on bedding surfaces of
bioturbated, wavy beds shown in Figure 34. Unit 1,
section #7.
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dominated by fine-grained, horizontal to subparallel and wavy

laminated, massive weathering beds up to 3 feet thick

(Fig. 37). Burrowing and/or bioturbation can be slight to

intense in the wavy portion of these beds. The less burrowed

and bioturbated massive beds at some locations show

Corophoides (Fig. 38), Ophiomorpha and Skolithos (Fig. 39).

In the vicinity of measured sections #7 and #8, the

upper portion of the sandstone (unit 2) is fine-grained,

moderately well sorted, very light gray (fresh surfaces), to

yellow-white (weathered surfaces). The sandstone contains

subparallel to low-angle, planar and some trough cross-strat-

ification (Fig. 40). Trace fossils are a minor constituent

in these beds with a few representatives of browsing-type

organisms on bedding surfaces and rare small vertical

burrows.

Overlying the marine sandstone at measured sections #7

and #8 is a 1- to 8-foot thick, poorly exposed nonresistant,

light changing upward to dark gray, sandy clay interval

(unit 3). The top of this interval is very carbonaceous and

may be a very weathered coal. Although the basal contact of

unit 3 is wavy and sharp, the contact appears to be transi-

tional. Several feet below the top of the under lying sand-

stone, an influx of medium-sized sand grains and carbonaceous

material is noted. Within the top foot, the sandstone
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Fig. 36. Trails on wavy bounding surfaces in lower shoreface
deposits, unit 1, section #6. Photo taken near base
of staff in Figure 37.

Fig. 37. Upward-thickening, thinly to massively bedded, sub-
parallel to horizontally stratified sandstones
interbedded with bioturbated, clayey, wavy bedded,
sandstones. Lower shoreface deposits, J sandstone,
unit 1, section #6, southern area. Looking north-
east.
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Fig. 38. Corophoides in shoreface deposits, upper unit 1,
section #5.

Fig. 39. Ophiomorpha in J Sandstone with
cal, Skolithos-type burrows in
Lateral equivalent of unit 1,
section #5.

some thin, verti-
shoreface depos it.
1 mile north of
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\Fig. 40. Subparallel to low-angle cross-stratified, upper
shoreface deposits. Unit 2, section #7, southern
area. View is toward east.

Fig. 41. Interlaminated dark gray, bioturbated, carbona-
ceous, clayey sandstones and light gray, subparal-
lel laminated sandstones of lagoon or bay. Unit 2,
section #6. Overlying trough cross-stratified,
fluvial sandstone, unit 3, shows sharp, scour
contact. View toward northeast.
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changes in color to a medium brown-gray and is dominantly

very fine-grained. Very fine, carbonized root structures are

found at the very top of the sandstone.

Overlying the lower marine sandstone (unit 1) at mea-

sured sections #5 and #6 is 4 to 6 feet of very thin, light

gray, lenticular, subparallel to micro cross-laminated, very

fine-grained sandstones interbedded with dark gray, carbo-

naceous, bioturbated, clayey and very silty, very fine-

grained sandstones (unit 2, Fig. 41).

Interpretation of Depositional Environments,

Lower Sandstone Interval: Southern Area

The basal J Sandstone in the southern area (unit 1,

measured sections #5, #6, #7 and #8) represents lower shore-

face deposits which have a transitional contact with the

underlying Skull Creek Shale. Lower shoreface deposits are

characterized by burrowed and bioturbated, wavy and ripple-

marked beds interbedded with horizontal to subparallel lam-

inated beds. These features represent low-energy deposition

influenced by an influx of higher-energy, storm-deposited,

thin, horizontal to subparallel laminated beds.

The subparallel to low-angle, cross-stratified deposits

with few trace fossils which overlie the lower shoreface
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interval at measured sections #7 and #8 (unit 2), represent

sediments deposited within the upper shoreface. High-energy

conditions within this wave- and current-dominated zone con-

tinually rework these sediments particularly during storms.

Population of organisms is reduced due to the hostile high-

energy conditions and traces of activity by organisms are
destroyed.

Offshore bars typically form in this zone along coasts

with a low-angle, shoreface slope (Davis, 1978; Reineck and

Singh, 1973). The subparallel and cross-stratified sand-

stones observed at measured sections #7 and #8 (unit 2) rep-

resent deposition by migrating nearshore bars. Transport

directions recorded in 14 cross-sets show a diverse pattern

of transport with a dominant southwest trend, a secondary

southeast trend and a lesser northeast trend. Although long-

shore currents and offshore directed rip currents are the

dominant processes acting in the nearshore zone (Davis,

1978), the diverse transport directions observed in the

shoreface deposits of the J Sandstone are inconclusive for

the purpose of projecting shoreline trends.

The upper portion of the lower marine sandstone (unit 1)

north from measured section #6 to the northern limit of expo-

sure of the unit is characteristic of upper shoreface to

foreshore deposits. The presence of more trace fossils, par-
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ticular ly Oph iomorpha, found north of measured section #5

suggests that the highly reworked upper shoreface deposits in

the vicinity of measured sections #7 and #8 (unit 2) changes

facies to foreshore deposits in a northerly direction.

The 4- to 6-foot unit of very fine-grained, light-to

dark-gray, bioturbated sandstones (unit 2, Figure 41) that

overlies the shoreface deposits at measured sections #5 and

#6 are interpreted to be lagoonal or bay deposits. The fine

laminations, carbonaceous material, dark gray color and bio-

turbation indicate that the unit was deposited in a generally

quiet, brackish water environment. There appears to be no

discernible beach, backshore, dune or back-barrier marsh or

washover deposits between the shoreface deposits of the

underlying unit 1 and the lagoonal or bay deposits of unit 2.

The transition from the upper shoreface sandstones to

gray clay and coal(?) of the overlying unit 3, in the vici-

nity of measured sections #7 and #8, is similar to the tran-

sition described in the area of measured sections #5 and #6.

The clay and coal (?) deposits are interpreted to be marsh

deposi ts which are separated from the underlying shoreface

deposits by a several foot thick transition zone. The fore-

shore, back shore and dune environments are either lithologi-

cally indistinguishagle or are absent.
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Descriptive Stratigraphy and Environmental Interpretations,

Middle Interval: Southern Area

Overlying and resting on a scour surface that locally

cuts through the lagoonal or bay strata is a sandstone which

thickens where the underlying deposits are thin. The light

gray to light brown weathering sandstone (unit 3, measured

section #5) is very fine-grained with abundant clay matrix in

the lower horizontal to subparalel stratified beds, to fine-

grained in the upper, more massive to subparallel and trough

cross-stratified beds (Fig. 42). Stratification in the

upper, more massive beds is mostly obscured. The lower beds

are 1 to 12 inches thick and are laterally continuous while

the upper, more massive beds are 6 inches to 2 feet thick and

contain scour and fill features. The upper beds are lenti-

cular and are laterally continuous for only several tens of

feet.

unit 3 at measured section #6 is a sandstone which also

shows a scour contact with the underlying lagoonal or bay

deposits. The sandstone is light gray to yellow-brown weath-

ering, fine-grained with some medium grains and contains car-

bonaceous flakes and a minor amount of clay. Stratification

is dominated by 6-inch to I-foot thick, trough cross-beds and

6-inch thick subparallel beds (Fig. 41). No marine indica-
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Fig. 42. Laterally continuous and upward-thickening beds of
splay deposits with lenticular scour and fill. View
is toward northeast in draw east of section #5,
unit 3.
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tors were observed in the sandstones of unit 3 at measured

sections #5 or #6.

The grain sizes, carbonaceous material, stratification,

bedding character, scoured base, geometry and lack of marine

trace fossils, indicate that the above sandstones were depos-

ited in a fluvial environment. The unit 3 sandstones at

measured section #5 appear to be splay deposits while the

unit 3 sandstones at measured section #6 may be splay depo-

sits or deposits from a more active portion of a fluvial

channel, based on the thickness and dominance of cross beds

and the increased grain size.

Transport directions as indicated from cross-strata in

the fluvial deposits trend from the northeast to the south-

east with a dominant southeast trend. The southeast trend is

supported by the southeasterly directed scour and fill trends

observed to cut obliquely across the easterly directed draws

along the hogback at measured sections #5 and #6. It is pos-

sible that the fluvial deposits observed in the southern part

of the study area are channel margin deposits related to a

more active fluvial system which scoured and later filled a

deeply incised valley that is present in the northern part of

the study area. A more thorough discussion of this interpre-

tation will follow in the interpretations section for the

lower J Sandstone in the northern study area.
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North of measured section #5 are limited exposures in

shallow draws along the dip slope of the hogback formed by

the J Sandstone. Active to abandoned channel-fill deposits

are exposed along these draws. Although units cannot be

traced directly, the channel and channel margin deposits are

probably an extension of unit 3 from measured section #5. An

exposure of carbonaceous mudstones and gray claystones,

interbedded with lenticular sandstones crops out approxi-

mately 1.5 miles north of measured section #5 (Fig. 43). A

network of nearly horizontal to sub-vertical root structures

up to 2 inches in diameter is exposed on the surface of some

sandstones in the area of the above exposure to as far south

as measured section #6. The interbedded carbonaceous mud-

stones, claystones and sandstones with root structures des-

cr ibed above are interpreted to be abandoned channel-fill

deposits.

Approximately 2 miles northwest of measured section #5,

an exposure of partially abandoned channel-fill deposits

cropsout (Fig. 44). Weathered-out clay clasts, carbonaceous

material, wood imprints (not visible in photograph) and slump

bedding were observed in the sandstones at the outcrop. In

the same vicinity as the partially abandoned channel deposits

are outcrops displaying active channel-fill deposits

(Fig. 45). The sandstones in the active channel-fill depo-
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Fig. 43. Carbonaceous, dark gray and light gray claystones
interbedded with lenticular sandstones of abandoned
channel-fill deposits. Root structures are found at
the base of staff. Outcrop is 1.5 miles north of
section #5. Deposits are probably an extension of
unit 3, section #5. View is toward north.

Fig. 44. Carbonaceous material, weathered-out clay casts and
slight convolute or slump bedding of partially aban-
doned channel-fill deposits. Outcrop is 2 miles
northwest of section #5. Deposits are probably an
extension of unit #3, section #5.
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Fig. 45. Partially abandoned channel-fill deposits overlain
by massive, cross-bedded, active channel-fill de-
posits. Outcrop is 2 miles northwest of section #5.
View is toward north.
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sits are more massive than the channel margin deposits and

show cross-bedding (mostly obscured) and lesser amounts of

clay matrix, clay clasts, carbonaceous material and wood

imprints than the channel margin deposits.

Measured section #5a is a partially exposed section

overlying the fluvial channel and channel margin deposits. A

thin, 9 inch thick coal lying between beds of gray to dark

gray carbonaceous claystone was observed in unit 2. Coal

beds, measuring up to 2 feet thick, were noted at several

other locations within a mile to the north of measured

section #5a. Root zones were observed within the sandstones

capping the fluvial channel deposits and within thin sand-

stones interbedded with the coal and claystones (Fig. 46).

The claystone and coal deposits are interpreted to have been

deposited in swamp or marsh environments.

Descriptive Stratigraphy and Environmental Interpretations,

Upper Interval: Southern Area

The uppermost J Sandstone deposits in the vicinity of

measured sections #5 and #6 are very poorly exposed. Where

exposed, these deposits are fine-grained sandstones with few

to abundant Diplocraterion (Fig. 47, unit 3, section #5a).

Subparallel and thin, low-angle, tabular-tangential cross-
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Fig. 46. Abundant root structures
fluvial channel deposits.

in sandstone overlying
unit 2, section #5a.
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strata with diverse transport directions dominate these sand-

stones. At measured section 115a (unit 3), a 2-inch-thick,

sandy, chert and quartz pebble conglomerate with unidenti-

fiable fossil remains and fossil teeth was observed. The

pebbles are 1/4 inch or less in diameter. The sandy conglom-

erate was separated from the sandstone containing Diplocra-

terion by 5 feet of bioturbated to laminated, gray and light

brown, clayey siltstone.

The abundance of trace fossils indicate that these depo-

sits are mar ine and represent deposi tion in the nearshore,

probably, shoreface zone. As in the case of the Plainview

Sandstone, there appears to be no transi tion from swamp or

marsh to nearshore deposits. This suggests that the rework-

ing process at the foreshore removed all beach, backshore,

dune and washover deposits associated with the landward

retreating shoreline.

In the vicinity of measured sections 117and #8, a 9- to

21-foot thick marine sandstone (unit 4) overlies the carbo-

naceous claystone and coaly deposits (unit 3). The contact

is sharp and planar. Carbonaceous material and burrows,

including Diplocrater ion, are present in the basal 1· to

3 feet of this sandstone. The dominant lithology is fine- to

very fine-grained sandstone which weathers blocky and white

to salmon colored. Clay matrix in pore spaces is slight to
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moderate. Some medium-grained sand grains are concentrated

in a trough cross-stratified zone 3 to 6 feet from the base.

Subparallel stratification appears prevalent although bed-

ding is generally obscured in this sandstone. Ripple marks

with minor amounts of trace fossils are found on some bedding

surfaces. Traces of plural tubes (Diplocraterion?) on bed-

ding surfaces are also interspersed in the lower portion of

the sandstone.

Capping the marine sandstone (unit 4) at measured

section j/8 is a 2-foot thick, sandy, pebble conglomerate.

The pebbles in the upper 3 inches are mostly rounded, dark

brown, white weathering phosphatic nodules, 1/8 to 1 inch in

length (Fig. 48). Crocodile teeth and fragments of shark

spines (Paull, 1962) were identified in this conglomerate.

Quartz, chert and clay pebbles are also a common constituent

in the upper 2 feet of unit 4.

The upper marine J Sandstone was deposited in the fore-

shore to shoreface zone as sea level rose during the trans-

gression of the Mowry Sea. The nearshore marine sandstones

deposited during the transgressions are therefore referred to

as transgressive marine deposits (Plate 1). The sharp con-

tact with the underlying marsh deposits represents a discon-

formity as the process of foreshore reworking eroded into the

beach and other pre-established coastal deposits.
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Fig. 47. commonly

Fig. 48. Transgressive conglomerate capping the J Sandstone.
This photograph shows mostly subangular to rounded,
white weathering, phosphatic nodules at measured
section #8, unit 4.
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The upper marine sandstone (unit 4), measuring 21 feet

thick at measured section *8, represents an exceptionally

thick transgressive deposit. A possible explanation for the

thick accumulation may be its location adjacent to a down-

dropped fault block which forms a geographic feature called

the Horseshoe. The Horseshoe block may have been tectoni-

cally active during the time of deposition of the nearshore

sands. If the vicinity of measured section *8 were slightly

positive (on the upthrown side of the Horseshoe block) then a

sudden change in slope would result in shoaling and the

development of offshore bars in the positive, shallow area.

The shoaling and subsequent development of offshore bar s

would account for the thick accumulation of shoreface depo-

sits observed at measured section *8. Although thinning over

an upthrown block is not apparent in the Plainv iew, Skull

Creek or J Sandstone deposits of measured section *8, there

are stratigraphic indications that this area was relatively

positive during the period of deposition of the Dakota Group.

The fact that the Lytle lacks well-developed fluvial channel

sandstones, the J Sandstone is dominated by shoreface sand-

stones sandwiching a thin marsh deposit and lacking fluvial

channel deposits and the presence of a reworked, conglomera-

tic transgressive-lag at the top of the J Sandstone, all sug-

gest that this area was relatively positive. A local sedi-
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ment source (i.e., the fluvial system observed from measured

section 16, unit 3, and northward) may have contributed sand-

sized material to the vicinity of measured section 18 which,

by itself or in combination with shoaling, may have caused

the development of thick shoreface deposits in the area.

Descriptive Stratigraphy, Lower Sandstone Interval:

Northern Area

The lower J Sandstone interval is composed of 45 to

80 feet of subparallel to cross-stratified sandstones.

Exposures rarely exceed several hundred feet in width. The

contact of the J Sandstone wi th the under lying Skull Creek

was observed at only two discrete locations. At both loca-

tions the contact is sharp and the dark gray shales of the

Skull Creek are ozidized for several inches to 1.5 feet below

the contact (Fig. 49).

The lower sandstones are dominantly fine- to medium-

grained and weather a light brown to light salmon color

(Fig. 50). The sandstones are poorly to moderately well

sorted and contain some very fine-grained sand and minor

amounts of coarse-grained sand in poorly sorted beds. Silt

is a very minor constituent.
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Fig. 49. J Sandstone, lying on incised, unconformable con-
tact with oxidized shales of the Skull Creek.
Section #1, unjt 1 of the Skull Creek and unit 1 of
the J Sandstone.

Fig. 50. Lower J Sandstone interval, measured section #1,
units 1 through 6, looking east. Highly complex,
large scale cross-beds dominate the lower portion of
this interval. Note dark gray Skull Creek shale in
lower left corner.
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Generally, the interval is made up of 5 to 9 units, each

5 to 20 feet thick and fine upward. These units, parti-

cularly in the lower part of the interval, scour into one

another. Stratification in the lower units is complex and is

dominated mostly by large scale and some small-scale, tabular

cross-beds with a few large-scale trough cross-beds. These

beds appear to be the result of migrating sand waves and

mega-ripples (Figs. 51, 52).

Clay matrix is slight to moderate and a slight amount of

silica cement is common in the cleaner sandstones. Porosity

is generally poor although good visible porosity was observed

in the better sorted, clay-free sandstones. white sand-sized

clay grains, are common in the sandstones. White clay

clasts, up to 1/2 inch in long dimension, usually flat and

subrounded, are also common. These clasts are particularly

abundant at the bases of units and cross-beds. Weathering of

these clasts is characterized by a vuggy appearance in many

beds (Fig. 52).

Teredo-bored logs (Fig. 53), observed at measured

sections !II, !lId and !l4a, indicate that the water salinity

was brackish to normal marine, possibly due to the presence

of a salt wedge, during the period of deposition of the lower

sandstone interval. Log and wood imprints as well as pos-

sible shell imprints were observed in unit 3 of measured
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Fig. 51. Large scale cross-bedding in the basal units of the
lower J Sandstone interval. View toward the north
at measured section #1, units 2, 3 and 4.

\J .,""" _

Fig. 52. Measured section #la, unit 4, looking southeast,
showing coset of tabular cross-beds. Unit 4 is in
the lower J Sandstone interval. Note vuggy weather-
ing nature from dissolved clay casts.
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section 411d (Fig. 54). Shell imprints and thin zones of

calcareous sandstone, particularly in the basal portion of

the units, are common in the middle to upper units (units 3,

4 and 5, section 411 and units 6 and 7, section 411a) of the

lower sandstone interval. Traces of small burrows, vertical,

oblique and parallel to bedding are rare in the lower units

(generally units 1-3, sections 411, 411a, 411b and 413) and

increase in number in the upper units. Trails and fecal

piles on bedding planes, absent in the lower units mentioned

above, are minor constituents in the upper units (units 4-8,

section 411a, units 5 and 6, section 411, units 4 and 5,
section 411b, units 5-9, section 411d). Wood chip imprints on

bedding planes are somewhat common in the same upper units as

are found the trails and fecal piles (Fig. 55).

The upper units of the lower sandstone interval (units 7

and 8, section 41la,units 5 and 6, section 411,units 4 and 5,

section 411b and units 7, 8 and 9, section 411d) are dominated

by beds that are laterally continuous for several tens to

hundreds of feet (Fig. 56). The beds in these upper units

weather blocky and in some cases (unit 4, section 411b,

units 7 and 9, section 411d) weather as massive beds
(Fig. 57).

Grain size tends to increase in the blocky to massive

weathering beds with the addition of more medium and some
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Fig. 53. Teredo-bored log in lower J Sandstone interval,
unit 4, section #ld.

Fig. 54. Log, wood and possible shell imprints in lower
J Sandstone interval, unit 3, section #ld.
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Fig. 55. Wood-chip imprints on bedding plane in upper portion
of lower J Sandstone interval. Unit 5, section #1.

Fig. 56. Laterally continuous, thin- to thick-bedded sand-
stones of the upper portion of the lower J Sandstone
interval (unit 5, section #lb), are seen an the
lower foreground and forming the base of the distant
ridge. Continuous tidal-flat deposits form the up-
per, nonresistant part of the ridge. View is to
south.
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Fig. 57. Massive weathering, large scale tabular cross-
bedded (obscured in photograph), upper portion of
lower J Sandstone interval (unit 4, section #lb).
Cross-beds in massive sandstone dip to west and
southwest. View is toward south.
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coarse sands, while sorting becomes poor. Sorting then

improves moderately and grain size tends to fine upward.

Transport directions, indicated from cross-beds, are

dominantly north to northeast in the lower units of the lower

sandstone interval (unit 1, section .la, units 1-4,

section .1, units 1-3, section .lb, units 2 and 4,

section .ld, unit 3, section B) and reverse to dominantly

west and southwest directions in the upper units (unit 4,

section .la, units 5 and 6, section .1, units 4 and 5,

section .lb, units 6-9, section .ld). Measured sections .1

and .ld show the best examples of the reverse in transport

directions previously described.

Interpretation of Depositional Environments,

Lower Sandstone Interval: Northern Area

The lower J Sandstone in the northern part of the study

area is interpreted to be fluvial and/or estuarine deposits

that partially filled an incised valley. A model for J Sand-

stone sedimentation in the Denver basin, accounting for the

incisement and subsequent filling of incised valleys was pro-

posed by Weimer and Sonnenberg (1982). The tectonic aspects

of the model are applicable to the study area and are

reviewed in the Tectonics and Regional Implications section.
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The model shows that during the initial regression of the

Skull Creek sea, shoreline and shallow water mar ine sand-

stones with a transitional contact with the underlying Skull

Creek shales were deposited (Tl, Fig. 58). Rivers and asso-

ciated deltas followed topographically low areas (grabens)

while delta margin and interdeltaic sedimentation occurred

along an embayed coast over slightly elevated horst blocks

(Fig. 58). The shoreline prograded seaward to position T2,

forming a sheet-sandstone over a large area.

As the sea level dropped and the basin drained, rivers

drainages were incised into the underlying regressive shore-

line sandstones and in some places, into the Skull Creek

shales (T3, Fig. 59). The rivers remained in the topographic

lows which correspond with the graben fault blocks.

A transgression followed and as the sea level rose, the

incised valleys filled with fluvial and estuarine sandstones,

siltstones and shales (T4, Fig. 60). Marine siltstone and

shale deposi tion followed T4 as the Mowry sea transgressed

the region.

The same sequence of events as proposed in the above

model occurred as sea level dropped during the Pleistocene

and subsequently rose during the Holocene. Incised valleys

and valley-fill have been described along the coast and the

continental shelf of the U.S. Atlantic and Gulf coasts (Kraft
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Fig. 60. Valley-fill and transgression.

After Weimer and Sonnenberg, 1982.
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and Chacko, 1979; Twichell et aL, , 1977; Nelson and Bray,

1970; Fisk and McFarlan, 1955; Morgan, 1970). The study by

Twichell et a1. (1977), reveals that the Delaware River

incised a valley 3 to 5 miles wide and up to 100 feet deep

across the shelf to the Wilmington Canyon, a distance of over

100 miles.

Isopach maps of the Skull Creek Shale (Plate 2) and of

the J Sandstone (Plate 3) show clearly the incised drainage

and the subsequent fill patterns. Electric-log character and

the corresponding measured-sections of the study area from

outside the valley-fill system into its deepest part are

shown on Plate 1. The isopach maps show that the incised

valley and fill system trends across the flank and along the

central reg ion of the Skull Creek basin. The Dakota Group

has been removed by post-Laramide erosion across the

Hartville uplift although the valley system appears to con-

tinue into the Powder River basin (Fig. 61). The trend pro-

jects into an incised valley mapped by Farmer (1981) in the

vicinity of Lance Creek and trends northwest toward Kaye

Field. Farmer's work indicates that the deepest scour into

the Skull Creek Shale, found in that particular study, is

directly on trend, across the uplift, from the last indica-

tion of the scour system in this study. Corresponding to the

Skull Creek thin is one of the thicker Newcastle valley-fills
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Fig. 61. Outline of the valley-fill system of the lower
J Sandstone showing tributary systems (see
Plate 3). The valley-fill system possibly projects
across the Hartville uplift which separates the
northern Denver basin from the Powder River basin.
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isopached by Farmer. The thickness of the missing Skull

Creek and the corresponding Newcastle in-fill are consistent

with the thickness of those intervals in this study.

Incisement of valleys into older, regressive, marginal

marine sediments of the J Sandstone or Skull Creek and equi-

valents is described in other outcrop and subsurface studies

(Baker, 1962; Emme, 1981; Farmer, 1981; Franks, 1975; Harms,

1966; MacKenzie, 1971; Weimer and Land, 1972; Waage, 1955).

These valleys are dominantly filled with fluvial-flood plain

or estuarine sandstones along with some siltstones and

shales. The uppermost beds in the valley-fills are commonly

marine sandstones.

The lower sandstone interval of the northern area,

interpreted to contain fluvial to estuarine deposits, appears

to be consistent with the interpretations for other valley-

fill deposits as noted previously. Trace fossils found in

the sandstones including Teredo borings, burrows, shell

imprints and calcareous zones, and trails with fecal piles,

indicate that a salt wedge was present at least periodically

during deposition of the lower sandstone interval. An

increased influence of saline water may be indicated in the

upper portion of the interval by the upward increase in trace

fossils.
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Transport directions for the lower sandstone interval,

indicated by cross-strata for measured sections #1, #la, #lb,

#ld and #3, are shown on Figure 62. The data indicate that

transport directions were polymodal with dominant west,

southwest and northeast trends (Fig. 62, composite). The

near reversal of transport direction trends suggests that

tidal influence was significant in the lower sandstone inter-

val. When the transport directions for the lower units of

the interval (unit 1, section #la, units 1-4, section #1,

units 1-3,section #lb, units 1-4, section #ld, unit 3,

section 3, Plate 1) are compared with those of the upper

units of the interval (unit 4, section #la, units 5 and 6,

section #1, units 4 and 5, section #lb, units 5-9,

section #ld, Plate 1), it is apparent though not conclusive

that the lower units show transport orientations dominantly

in the northeast quadrant while transport directions in the

upper units are oriented in the west, southwest directions.

The data indicate that the lower fluvially dominated units

were deposited by a river which flowed in a northeastward

direction. The upper units, dominated by transport direc-

tions to the west, southwest (nearly reverse of the lower

units) must, therefore, indicate the orientation of marine

influenced sediment transport, probably by flood tides. The

above data indicate that the incised valley was a product of
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Fig. 62. Paleocurrent data showing transport directions for
cross-beds in lower J Sandstone interval of the
northern study area. The composite rose diagram
shows a dominant southwest trend with a subordinate
northeast trend indicating that both fluvial and
tidal cur rents influenced deposi tion in the lower
J Sandstone interval.
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a northeast-flowing river. A supporting line of evidence for

this interpretation is the belief that the Mowry Sea, domi-

nated by boreal microfauna, transgressed from the north

(Eicher, 1962; Williams and Stelck, 1975), to its southern

terminus in southern Colorado (Haun, 1959), indicating that

the drainage basin for this particular river system was to

the north. Cronoble (1977) also indicates a northeast flow

direction for a valley-fill system that trends northeastward

from North Park, Colorado and is interpreted to connect with

the system found in the northern part of the study area.

Directional features observed in the lower sandstone

interval are not conclusive in regard to the flow direction

of the river system that infilled the incised valley. The

limited exposures with basal units commonly covered, combined

with partially obscured bedding and polymodal transport

directions in many units are limiting factors in determining

the paleocurrent direction of the river systems.

An alternative approach to determine the flow direction

of the river which filled the incised valley is based on the

analysis of the channel incisement pattern. The width, depth

and tributary pattern of the incised valley may be used to
determine the flow direction of the river. Commonly, the

width and depth of fluvial channels are greater in the down-

stream portion of a river system. The width and depth of the
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incised valley in the northern Denver basin are the greatest

in southeastern Wyoming (Plate 2). Scour depths are greatest

in the vicinity of Borie field and along the outcrops in the

northern study area. In western Nebraska and along the

southeast flank of the Hartville uplift, the incised valley

is comparitively narrow and scour depths are less than those

observed in southeastern wyoming.

Three southwest to west trending tributary channels are

indicated by J Sandstone thicks on Plate 3 (Fig. 61). The

two thick trends in western Nebraska do not contribute signi-

ficantly to the interpretation of flow directions. The

southwest trending incised valley and subsequent fill in

southeastern Wyoming, terminating in T .18N. , R. 61W. ,

indicate that a southwest flowing tributary was present in

this region. The south to southwest increase in width and

scour within the incised valley in combination with the ter-

minated, southwest trending tributary suggest that the flow

direction of the river system was to the southwest.

A vast amount of literature is available discussing the

characteristics of estuaries including the morphology, sedi-

ments and processes affecting estuaries. As suggested by the

literature, the quantity of sediment supplied by the river(s)

flowing into the estuary and the tidal range are two signifi-

cant factors that determine many of the characteristics of
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estuaries (Gorsline, 1967, Hayes and Kana, 1976, Morgan,

1970). Rivers carrying large quantities of sediment tend to

rapidly fill estuary bays or valleys and form deltas which

fill the estuary and prograde seaward. Tides usually show

minor effect under these conditions and the only marine

influence may be the presence of a salt wedge as seen in the

Mississippi River. Rivers carrying minor amounts of sediment

typically form estuaries that are dominated by tidal currents

and tidal deposits, even when the tidal range is small (1 to

3 feet).

Although the river sediment supply and the tidal range

affecting the estuary in the study area are unknown, several

inferences can be made. The fluvial sandstones of the lower

sandstone interval at measured sections #la, #lb, #ld and #3

are dominated by large scale cross-strata and are composed

entirely of sand with no clay drapes or channel margin indi-

cators. These characteristics suggest that the river channel

was very active and capable of carrying a large amount of

sediment. The lack of clay, common to many sediment laden

rivers, may be a function of winnowing and non-deposition in

the more active portion of the channel or possibly, clay was

a minor constituent and the only sediment available for

transport was sand-sized material. It should be noted that

except for clay matrix, there is a total absence of clay-
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stones, mudstones and siltstones in the deposits of the lower

sandstone interval at measured sections Ila, lIb, tId and 13.

Sediments interpreted to be channel margin deposits at

measured sections 13 and 14a indicate that the river system

did carry enough sediment to completely fill the incised

valley in certain areas. Units 5, 6 and 7 at measured

section 13 and units 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 at measured

section 14a, are dominantly subparallel to wavy stratified,

very fine-to fine-grained sandstones with some siltstones and

claystones. Trace fossils including a few simple, small bur-

rows, root structures and rare wood and leaf imprints suggest

that the deposits at these two sections are non-marine and

represent delta splays or levees.

The reversal of transport directions in the upper units

of the lower sandstone interval suggests that tidal range was

at least large enough to influence flow directions in the

estuary. Tidal flat deposits overlying this interval (to be

described following this section) further indicate that tides

influenced deposition in the northern area.

Included in the lower sandstone interval are sediments

interpreted to be brackish bay deposits (unit 4, section 13).

The bay sediments are underlain by fluvial channel deposits

(units 1, 2 and 3) and are overlain by delta splay deposits

(units 5, 6 and 7). The brackish bay deposits are, in part,
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highly bioturbated, mottled weathering and contain Arenico-

lites. Sediments interpreted to be brackish bay deposits at

measured section #2, unit 1, are interpreted to be part of

the same bay as unit 4 of measured section #3. The sand-

stones of unit 1, measured section #2 are, in part, highly

bioturbated, mottled weathering and form laterally contin-

uous 1- to 4-inch thick beds. Formation of the bay may have

occurred when the abandoned portion of a fluvial channel or a

low portion of the incised valley was inundated by marine

water as sea level rose. The bay was subsequently filled, in

part, by splay deltas as the fluvial system prograded into

the bay. The infilling took place at the same time or pos-

sibly following the deposition of tidal flats in the vicinity

of measured sections #la, #lb, #lc, #ld and #lc.

Descriptive Stratigraphy and Environmental Interpretations,

Middle Interval: Northern Area

The lower J Sandstone interval in the northern area is

transitional with the overlying, finer-grained middle inter-

val. The middle interval is dominated by very fine with some

fine-grained, silty sandstones, grading up to claystone and

capped by a thin coal. The interval is 46 feet thick at

measured section #le and is laterally extensive while
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variable within itself. Figure 56 shows the lower portion of

these generally, nonresistant beds capping the ridge south of

measured section #lb.

The sandstones within the middle interval show some

silica cementation and slight to moderate clay matrix. There

is little to no visible porosity. Wavy and horizontal to

subparallel laminations dominate the 1/2- to 3 inch-thick,

ripple marked beds of these sandstones (Figs. 63, 64).

Ripple marks of various sizes and types are ubiquitous inclu-

ding, longitudinal, interference and flat topped (Fig. 65).

Rare, less-than-3-inch-thick, tabular cross-beds are inter-

bedded with these wavy to horizontal beds.

Channels, measuring up to 8 feet thick and up to several

hundred feet wide, scour into these wavy to horizontal, very
•

thinly bedded deposits (Fig. 66). Bedding is similar, though

slightly thicker, and a slight influx of fine-grained sands

is apparent in these channels. Mud cracks in iron-stained

beds cap some of the sandstones in this interval (Fig. 67).

Calcareous zones are found throughout these beds and thin,

white and pink to maroon, sandy mudstone and claystone beds

are interbedded with sandstones in the middle to upper por-

tion of this interval.

Trace fossils are abundant within these beds. The chan-

nels show a lack of trace fossils although minor, small bur-
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Fig. 63. Ripple marks and wavy bedding typical of the middle
J Sandstone interval. unit 2, section #lc.

Fig. 64. Thick column of wavy stratified, ripple marked sand-
stone overlying west dipping cross-bed. These beds
are laterally extensive in the lower portion of the
middle J Sandstone interval, northern area. View is
toward south. Unit is lateral equivalent of unit 1,
section #lc.
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Fig. 65. Flat topped ripple marks
interval. This feature
flats. View is of
section ilc.

in the middle J Sandstone
is common in modern tidal
float block in unit 2,

Fig. 66. Tidal
flat
east.

channel
deposit.

scouring
Unit 5,

into iron-stained,
section ilc, view

tidal-
toward

r t dol
Ch e nn e!
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rows are present. Bedding plane traces with fecal piles are

very common (Fig. 68). Thalassinoides-type traces are also

abundant (Fig. 69). U-in-u burrows (Arenicolites?) were

noted in several beds (Fig. 70). Root traces, nearly verti-

cal, several to 6 inches long are apparent in the upper beds

of this interval. Capping the middle interval is 8 inches of

poorly developed coal with traces of plant structures over-

lain by 4 inches of white clay (Fig. 71).

The middle J Sandstone interval is interpreted to be

tidal flat deposits grading from lower sand flats at the base

(unit 9, section #la, unit 7, section #1, unit 6,

section #lb, unit 1, section #lc, unit 10, section #ld,

units 1 through 5, section #le) up to marsh deposits at the

top (unit 9, section #le). The tidal flat deposits extend

for approximately 1 mile along the crest of the hogback from

measured section #le to the northernmost outcrop of the

J Sandstone (measured section #la).

Descriptive Stratigraphy and Environmental Interpretations,

Upper Sandstone Interval: Northern Area

The upper J Sandstone interval consist of 30 feet of

dominantly fine-grained, light brown to light salmon, blocky

weathering sandstones (Fig. 72). The contact of this inter-
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Fig. 67. Mud cracks
J Sandstone
section #lc.

in iron-stained sandstone,
interval, northern area.

middle
Unit 5,

Fig. 68. Trails and fecal piles, on bedding planes, typical
of the wavy, ripple marked, middle interval and
common to modern tidal flats. Unit 1, section #lc.
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Fig. 69. Network of Thalassinoides on bedding plane in middle
J Sandstone interval. Unit 7, section #le.

Fig. 70. U-in-U (Arenicolites?) burrow in reworked, carbona-
ceous sandstone. Unit 3, section #le.
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Fig. 71. Poorly developed coal and white clay capping the
J Sandstone middle interval. Note the sharp contact
of the clay and coal with the overlying transgres-
sive marine sandstone. Section #le, unit 9.

Fig. 72. Outcrop of upper J Sandstone interval, units 11,
12, 13 and 14, section #le. Thin to thick beds are
laterally continuous along outcrop while stratifi-
cation is mostly obscured. View is toward east.
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val with the under lying coal and clay is sharp and planar

along a very limited outcrop (Fig. 71). A thin shell hash of

pelecypod and gastropod shells marks this boundary. Overall,

these sandstones are well sorted with a minor amount of

coarse-grains and some medium and very fine-grain sands in

the upper 10 feet. A thin I-foot-thick, chert and quartz

pebble conglomerate and conglomeratic sandstone, similar to

those found at the top of the J Sandstone in the southern

area, caps this interval. There is little to no silt

present, but there are slight to moderate amounts of clay

matrix, and silica cement is common. Porosity, as determined

by visual examination is low.

Stratification is mostly obscured although tabular

cross-beds, generally less than 8 inches thick and subparal-

lel to very low-angle cross-beds appear to be dominant.

Several sets of bimodal cross-beds, indicating tidal influ-

ence, and a few trough cross-beds were observed along the

outcrop (Fig. 73). Undulatory ripple marks are apparent on

some bounding surfaces. These beds weather blocky to massive

and are laterally continuous and have nearly parallel bedding

plane surfaces.

Trace fossils are rare. Plural tubes (Diplocraterion?)

were found on one bedding surface (Fig. 74). Wood chip

imprints are also visible on some bedding surfaces. Shell
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Fig. 73. Bimodal cross-bedding in the upper sandstone inter-
val indicates tidal influence. View is to north.

Fig. 74. Plural tubes (Diplocraterion?) on undulating bed-
ding surface. Diplocraterion are common in all
transgressive, upper J Sandstone outcrops in the
study area. Unit 13, section *le.
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imprints and calcareous zones are scattered throughout this

interval.

The upper sandstones in the northern area, overlying the

tidal flat and marsh deposits at measured section !lIe, are

possibly flood channel and swash bar deposits of an ebb tidal

delta or shoreface bars or both. Swash bars are dominated by

landward migrating bed forms displaying tabular cross-beds

overlain by subparall beds (Boothryod, 1978). Shell debris

is common in these beds in the modern environment. During

sea level rise and retreat of the shoreline, the ebb channel

can scour across any pre-established sediments removing some

or large portions of those deposits. The sharp contact of

the upper sandstone interval wi th the under lying marsh and

tidal flats (units 9 and 10, section !lIe) represents a dis-

con f orm ity with an undetermined amount of section missing.

This interval is referred to on Plate 1 as transgressive

marine and represents deposition that occurred in the near-

shore zone as the Mowry Sea transgressed the area.
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MOWRY SHALE

The Mowry Shale overlies the J Sandstone and represents

a return to offshore marine conditions. Outcrops of the

Mowry were found only at one location in the study area

(Sl/2, NWI/4, Sec. 16, T.IIN., R.69W.). The exposure is on

the flatlands, east of the hogback and is mostly covered

except for a knoll of resistant, very hard, silicified,

medium gray shale. There is 70 feet of covered section from

the conglomeratic cap of the J Sandstone to the outcrop of

the medium gray shale. Exposed on the knoll are 48 feet of

medium to dark gray, slightly blocky to splintery weathering,

silicified shale, capped by an 18 inch thick bentonite bed.

These intervals do not correlate with electric-log thick-

nesses, indicating that possibly a change of dip or faulting

occurs in the covered interval. The Mowry in this area mea-

sures approximately 70 feet thick on the electric-log (#1-18

State, Sw, Sw Section 18, T.12N., R.68W.) with approxi-

mately 20 feet of less resistive shale at the base. This

basal shale is poorly exposed near the above knoll and is a

dark gray, noncalcareous, fissile clay shale, similar to the

Skull Creek Shale.

The Mowry Shale is believed to be the principle source

rock for the petroleum produced in the Denver Basin (Nixon,
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1973). Clayton and Swetland (1980) believe that the Benton

Group (SOD' thick) is the principle source.

Ammoni tes found in the Mowry Shale indicate that the

formation is Early Cretaceous in age (Cobban and Reeside,

1952). It is generally accepted, though not conclusively

documented, to place the Early-Late Cretaceous boundary at

the top of the Mowry Shale which is considered a regional

time marker (Eicher, 1965; Haun, 1959; Weimer, 1962). Using

this criteria, Haun (1959) suggests that the upper part of

the Dakota Group is Late Cretaceous in eastern, southern and

western Colorado as the marine Mowry Shale changes facies to

marginal marine and continental deposits of the Dakota.

t
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TECTONICS AND REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Tectonic influence on depositional patterns are direct-

ly apparent in the study area. Indirect associations also

suggest that this relationship prevailed. Definite lateral

facies and depositional changes occur within the Dakota Group

in the study area. Thickness changes are also noted in the

Lytle and in the J Sandstone and Skull Creek Shale. The

following relationships were observed:

1) The Lytle sandstones thickens from no apparent

sandstone in the southern area to thick, multi-

channel sequences in the central and northern

areas.

2) The lower Plainview consists predominantly of thin

marsh and lagoonal deposits to the south, changing

to tidal flats and tidal channel deposits north of

a fault in sec tion *8, T .11N., R.69W. The shore-

line trended east to northeast with the seaward

direction probably to the north.

3) The J Sandstone, dominated by nearshore marine

deposits to the south, contains a middle, northward

thickening fluvial and lagoonal interval. This

interval thickens at the expense of the basal near-

shore and upper transgressive marine intervals.
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Fluv ial deposi ts thicken northward to the faul ted

area in section *8, at which point the incised val-

ley and fill section is encountered and the Skull

Creek thins dramatically as the J Sandstone thick-

ens.

These features, and particularly the changes coincident with

the faulting in section *8, indicate that the central area

and certainly the northern area was a depositional low

(graben). Recurrent fault movement generating this low is

strongly implied.

Stratigraphic studies of the Pennsylvanian and Permian

section in this area by Hoyt (1963) and Maughan and Wilson

(1963) support this conclusion. Their data indicate the

following:

1) The Fountain Formation thickens from both the north

and the south into the area of incised valley trend

in the Cretaceous. The arkosic facies changes to

dominantly sandstones and carbonates in the out-

crops that are found 2 miles west of the incised

valley trend in the Cretaceous of the northern

study area.

2) The Ingleside formation thickens appreciably in

the area of the incised valley trend in the Creta-

ceous and changes from sandstone south of the study
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area to sandstones and carbonates just south of the

trend to dominantly carbonates within the trend.

3) The Satanka Formation thickens from the south, into

the area of the incised valley trend in the Creta-

ceous, changing from sandstones with shales to

shales and siltstones.

4) The basal Lykins contains thick gypsum deposits

starting from immediately south of and into the

area of the incised valley trend.

Significant, parallel, northeast structural trends dom-

inate this region. These trends indirectly support the con-

cept that the fault and valley-fill relationship, evident on

the outcrop, is the extension of a river drainage system

which followed the down thrown portion of a northeast-directed

fault zone across the Skull Creek shelf. The Transcontinen-

tal arch establishes the framework for these northeast-

trending, structural elements. The northern boundary of this

arch projects across the northern Denver Basin and coincides

roughly with a flare in the east and west margins of both the

Skull Creek and Mowry basins. The shoreline of these basins

formed a strait in the Colorado-Kansas area expanding into

wyoming and northern Nebraska (Fig. 75).

Warner (1980) describes a number of major northeast-

trending tectonic and crustal features, several of which are
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WYOMING

NEBRASKA

®

CD21Transcontinental arch
GD Skin Gulch shear zone
@ Mullen Creek-Nash Fork

Shear zone
® Hartville uplift
@ Chadron-Cambr idge arch
® Skull Creek basin boundary®

Fig. 75. Diagram showing the major regional structural fea-
tures paralleling and possibly influencing the
northeast and northwest trends of the J Sandstone
valley-fill system.
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immediately adjacent or relatively close to the study area.

The Skin Gulch shear zone is suggested to be a major wrench

fault zone crossing the southern boundary of the study area.

This shear zone parallels the Mullen creek-Nash Fork shear

zone, which forms the southern boundary of the Hartville

uplift. Age differences of the Precambrian basement are sig-

nificant across this shear zone. Over 1,000 million years

separate the older Wyoming province rock to the north, from

the younger Churchill province rock to the south of this

zone. These major zones of weakness are certain to be offset

by second and third order, en echelon, structural features.

It is likely that the river drainage system which formed this

incised valley system followed these secondary structural

features. The isopach maps (Plates 2 and 3) indicate that

the trend of the river course shifted from northeast to

northwest as the river followed fault block boundaries on the

flank of the basin until it reached the basin axis along the

Wyoming, Nebraska border. From there the trend is north to

northwest, between the Hartville uplift and the Chadron-

Cambridge arch, which may have been slightly positive, con-

fining the drainage to a central low between the two fea-

tures. The structural elements described above, in relation

to the incised valley and fill system are shown on Figure 75.
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Tectonic influences on development of incised valley-

fill patterns have been identified for Newcastle trends in

eastern Wyoming (Emme, 1981, Farmer, 1981, Slack, 1981).

Emme (1981) and Farmer (1981) have mapped abrupt facies and

thickness changes in the Newcastle Sandstone which coincide

with drape folds, faults, sandstone dikes, and geomorphic

lineaments along the east flank of the Powder River Basin.

By means of isopach mapping of various time-stratigraphic

intervals within the Lower Cretaceous and projecting facies

changes from the outcrop into the subsurface, it can be dem-

onstrated that slight recurrent movement along basement fault

blocks, concurrent with deposition, caused channels of the

Newcastle system to scour and fill, in the topographically

low area (i.e., grabens), whereas thin marsh or swamp deposi-

tion or nondeposition occurred over horst blocks.
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HYDROCARBON ACCUMULATIONS

Borie Field, 11 miles northeast, and Wellington Field

6 miles southeast of the outcrop study area have both pro-

duced commercial quantities of petroleum (Plate 3). Cumula-

tive production at Borie field is approximately 2.5 million

barrels of oil to date and cumulative production at

Wellington field is approximately 7.7 million barrels of oil.

Both fields are structurally controlled, anticlinal traps

with closure but also have stratigraphic trap implications

because of the petroleum occurrence in valley-fill sand-
stones.

Wellington field produces from the upper J Sandstone

which possibly correlates with the transgressive deposits on

the outcrop or possibly a channel sandstone in the Horsetooth

member of the J Sandstone. There is a shale break on the

electric-log that possibly corresponds to the clay and coal

marsh deposits on the outcrop (Plate 1). The positive iden-

tification and correlation of the intervals on the outcrop

with the electric-logs in Wellington field is merely conject-

ural. The porosity of the sandstones on the outcrop is poor

with several thin zones of good porosity in the transgressive

sandstones. Moderate amounts of clay matr ix and silica

cement are characteristic of these sandstones. Scout card
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core descriptions also indicate silica cement and clay matrix

with thin zones of fair to good porosity. Probably, the most

significant feature commonly described in the cores is frac-

tures with oil stains in the pay zones. Wellington field is

on top of an asymmetric fold with a more steeply dipping west

flank. The field is most likely a drape over the edge of a

basement fault block, causing fracturing with enhanced poro-

sity and permeability at the flexure points.

Borie Field produces from various beds of the J Sand-

stone, valley-fill deposits. These beds, for the most part,

have low permeability on the outcrop with a few thin zones of

good porosity. Borie field is also an anticlinal trap with

over 500 feet of closure. The field lies on the eastern edge

of a large fault block with indications that reverse movement

along the eastern fault caused folding, providing the clo-

sure. McMinn (1963), personal communication with Chevron

personnel, the operators of Borie Field and communication

with Robert Berg, who was the well site geologist for several

wells drilled in the field, are in total agreement, that

fracturing is essential for production at this field. Two

development wells were dry, due to tight sands with insuffi-

cient fracturing.

Golden Prairie and Chevington fields are dominantly

stratigraphic traps which produce from the valley-fill depo-
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sits on the east flank of the Denver Basin (Plate 3). Both

fields are situated at the very edge of the valley-fill depo-

sits. Golden Prairie field is also structurally controlled.

The sands essentially have low permeability in this field as

well. Again, fractures with oil stains are described in the

core data. No data were acquired for Chevington field.

From these examples, structural closure and fracturing

related to the formation of the structure, have been essen-

tial for significant production of hydrocarbons from the

valley-fill deposits. This may be true for other tight sand

bodies of the J sandstone along the flank of the Front Range.

Stratigraphic traps in the valley-fill sandstones are

targets for future exploration in the northern Denver basin.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The lower portion of the Dakota Group represents a

transgressive rock sequence from continental fluvial depo-

sits of the Lytle Formation at the base, through coastal and

nearshore marine deposits of the Plainview Sandstone to off-

shore marine deposits of the Skull Creek Shale. A regressive

pulse and a subsequent sea level drop, brought the study area

above sea level, as indicated by the fluvial and marsh depo-

sits of the J Sandstone. Overlying the Dakota Group is the

marine, Mowry Shale, representing the return of marine condi-

tions which prevailed over most of this area for nearly the

rest of the Cretaceous period.

The J Sandstone has three distinctly different litho-

logic sequences in the study area. In the southern part of

the area, regressive, bioturbated, storm generated shoreface

sandstones are present in the lower J Sandstone. The sand-

stones grade upward to high energy, low-angle cross-bedded,

upper shoreface deposits in the south and to lower-energy,

burrowed and bioturbated, massive weathering beds in the

central area. The section overlying the basal regressive

marine sandstone in the southern area consists of a thin clay

to coaly interval transitional with the basal sandstone and

disconformably overlain by a transgressive shoreface sand-
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stone. A chert and quartz, pebble conglomerate caps this

sequence at the south end of the study area.

In the central area, shoreface sandstones are overlain

by dark gray, bioturbated, silty lagoonal sandstones scoured

by nonmar ine fluv ial channels and splays. These fluv ial

sandstones show a southeast transport direction. Completing

this sequence in the central area are rooted sandstones,

clays, coals and a thin transgressive marine sandstone capped

by a sandy, pebble, fossiliferous lag.

In the northern area the J Sandstone lies unconformably

on dark gray shales of the Skull Creek. At least 40 feet of

scour relief can be observed in less than a mile. The Skull

creek shows a continuous scour trend heading northeast from

the outcrop to the Wyoming, Nebraska border, then generally

northwest to the Hartville uplift. Removal of an average of

65 feet of the Skull Creek plus removal of the Fort Collins

Member of the J Sandstone has occurred along this 6 to

10 mile wide, fluvially incised valley. Filling the lower

interval of this scour in the northern study area are fluvial

channel sandstones. Transport directions indicated by cross-

strata in the lower interval suggest that the river system

that deposited these sandstones possibly flowed toward the

northeast while channel incisement patterns indicate that the

flow direction was toward the southwest. Overlying the flu-
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vial channel sandstones within the lower interval are estua-

rine sandstones influenced by tidal currents. Deposits in

the middle interval overlying the fluvial and estuarine

deposi ts are tidal flat grading upward to marsh deposits.

Sharply and probably disconformably overlying the middle

interval marsh sediments, are ebb delta and possibly shore-

face deposits associated with the transgression of the Mowry

Sea. Arise in sea level caused landward retreat of the

shoreline with the seaward ebb tidal delta retreating and

possibly scouring an undetermined amount of pre-established

sediments from the top of the marsh deposits. A pebble con-

glomerate caps the thin J Sandstone in this area. Infilling

the southern portion of the incised valley are brackish bay

overlain by fluvial delta splay sediments. Development of

the bay occurred as sea level rose, inundating a low portion

of the incised valley. Filling of the bay took place as

sediments of the fluvial system advanced into the bay.

Tectonic influence on depositional patterns are appa-

rent in the study area. Within the Dakota Group, the Lytle,

Plainview and J Sandstone, all show facies changes, indicat-

ing that the northern part of the study area was low, rela-

tive to the southern area. A facies change within the

Plainview and the southern edge of the incised valley are

both coincident with an area of complex faulting and folding.
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The Pennsylvanian and Permian sections both show facies

changes and increased thicknesses into the area defining the

incised valley trend. Major local and regional, northeast

trending structural features parallel the incised valley

trend suggesting that the river drainage, which scoured this

valley, followed the downthrown boundaries of fault blocks.

Local petroleum accumulations in the J Sandstone are

structurally controlled, anticlinal traps that form along the

edge of fault blocks but they are also stratigraphically

controlled because they occur in valley-fill sandstones.

Fractur ing along flexure points enhanc ing porosi ty and per-,
meability, appears to be essential for petroleum production,

particularly in the valley-fill sandstones.
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MEASURED SECTION tla

LOCATION: NWI/4, NWI/4, SWI/4, Sec. 29. T.12N., R.69.

UNIT

9

8

7

FEET DESCRIPTION

12
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Vfg to fg, some silt, white,
weathers light brown, light gray at
base, slight clay-matrix and silica ce-
ment. Subparallel to wavy laminated
with some micro-cross-laminations, beds
up to 3 inches thick. Trails and fecal
piles on wavy bounding surfaces, verti-
cal and oblique burrows less than
1/8 inch diameter, 1-3 inches long, and
small Arencolites burrows. Unit is
laterally continuous. Scour basal con-
tact. Tidal flat.

11 Sandstone. Fg to mg with cg at base and
vfg at top, fining upward, white, wea-
thers light to medium brown to gray,
slight clay-matrix, little silica ce-
ment. Poor to good P&P mid unit. Unit
is tabular cross-stratified, sets are
1-3 feet thick, some trace for 30 feet
laterally, 2 foot thick convoluted set
mid unit. Few burrows 1/16 inch dia-
meter, paired, Arenicolites? Unit lat-
erally continuous. Scour basal contact.
Tidal delta.

12.5 Sandstone. Mg to fg, fining upward to
vfg, white to salmon, weathers light
brown to gray, slight clay-matrix, sili-
ca cement upper unit, calcareous near
base, clay clasts up to 1/2 inch long,
vuggy, friable. Poor to good p&p. Unit
is dominately low-angle, tabular cross-
stratified with beds up to 2.5 feet
thick, some reverse transport direc-
tions, some subparallel stratification.
Unit is thin to thick bedded with bound-
ing surfaces subparallel and laterally
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MEASURED SECTION #la (cont'd)

UNIT

6

5

4

FEET DESCRIPTION

continuous up to 400 feet. Small paired
burrows (Arenicolites?), vertical and
oblique to bedding are common. Scour ba-
sal contact. Tidal delta.

7.5 Sandstone. Fg to mg, some vfg, wh i te ,
weathers light brown, slight clay-
matr ix, abundant, calcareous, clay
clasts and vugs at base, friable. Fair
p&p at top. Stratification mostly ob-
scured by flaggy weathering nature of
unit, tabular cross-stratification ap-
pears to dominate. Obscured small bur-
rows in upper uni t, and poss ible shell
imprints in lower part. Scour basal
contact.

10.5 Sandstone. Mg, fining upward to fg to
vfg, white, weathers light brown to
gray, slight to moderate clay-matrix,
little silica cement, friable. Scat-
tered clay grains, some angular mudstone
and sandstone clasts above a massively
bedded zone, mid unit. Unit mostly high-
angle, tabular cross-stratified with
beds up to 10 inches thick. Oblique to
horizontal small burrows, possible bio-
turbation in mottled, upper unit. Tran-
sitional base. Tidal delta.

3.5 Sandstone. Mg, well sorted, white, wea-
thers light pink-brown, slight to mod-
erate clay-matrix, abundant clay grains,
vuggy, friable. Poor to fair P&P. Unit
is medium to low-angle tabular cross-
stratified with beds 6-14 inches thick,
15-20 feet wide and unidirectional.
Small burrows, horizontal and oblique to
bedding, and possible wood imprints.
Scour basal contact. Tidal delta or
swash bars.
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MEASURED SECTION #la (cont'd)

UNIT

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

5.25 Sandstone. Mg, well sorted at base,
poorly sorted vfg to cg upper unit,
white, weathers white to gray-brown,
slight to moderate clay-matrix, sparse
to abundant clay grains, vuggy along
begging planes, friable. Basal sub-
par allel beds have good p&p. Uni t is
mostly subparallel bedded. Beds are
less than 2 feet thick and are inter-
bedded with moderate to low-angle, tabu-
lar to tangential cross-sets, 4 inches
thick. Carbonaceous flakes and obscured
bur rows in subpar allel beds. Covered
zone at base. Tidal delta.

6 Sandstone. Fg to mg, some vfg, wh ite,
weathers very light brown, slight to
moderate clay-matrix, scattered clay
grains and clasts, 3/4 inch long, vuggy,
slightly friable. Tabular to tangential
cross-stratified with reversed transport
direction, some beds are sand wave size.
Scour basal contact, and scours within
unit. Fluvial channel.

8.4 Sandstone. Fg, mg mid-unit, white, wea-
thers light to medium brown, slight to
moderate clay-matrix, slight silica ce-
ment, few clay grains. Unit is tabular
to tangential, cross-stratified, with
beds less than 1 foot thick. Base of
J Sandstone covered. Fluvial channel.

Total J Sandstone76.75
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MEASURED SECTION #1

LOCATION: SEI/4, SEI/4, SEI/4, Sec. 29, T.12N., R.69W.

UNIT

7

6

5

FEET DESCRIPTION

18
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Vfg to fg, sparse silt,
white, weathers light brown, slight to
moderate clay matrix and silica cement.
wavy to horizontal laminated, some micro
cross-laminations, beds 1/2-4 inches
thick. Trails and fecal piles common on
bedd ing, some wood impr ints, vug sand
calcareous beds near base. Unit later-
ally extensive. An 8 foot thick lenti-
cular channel, greater than 50 feet wide
forms lower part of unit. Fg content in-
creases in channel, stratification is
obscured. Bedding surfaces are flat to
wavy. O.l-inch thick by l.O-inch wide
clay stringers are common, surface trace
fossils are absent and small oblique
burrows are rare. Tidal flat, tidal
channel.

7.5 Sandstone. Fg to mg, some rounded, some
vfg, white with very light yellow stain
at top, weathers light brown, slight
clay matrix, calcareous mid unit. Fair
P&P mid unit. Stratification similar to
unit 5, tabular cross sets at base, thin
tabular sets interbedded with thinner
subparallel strata, mid unit. Transport
directions reversed from unit 5. Sub-
parallel strata at top of unit capped by
less than 2 foot thick tabular cross-
bed. Scour base. Tidal delta.

8 Sandstone. Poorly sorted vfg to cg, fg
to mg dominant, sandsized clay grains
abundant in lower unit, white, weathers
light brown, slight to abundant clay
matrix in lower unit and concentrated in
cg laminations. Slight clay matrix in
upper unit, vuggy, calcareous, friable.
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MEASURED SECTION #1 (cont'd)

UNIT

4

3

2

FEET DESCRIPTION

Basal 2-4 feet is interbedded, 1/2-
4 inch thick subparallel strata with 1-
to 6-inch thick tabular cross-strata,
undirectional, overlain by 2 foot tabu-
lar cross-sets. Teredo borings and wood
imprints upper unit. Tidal delta.

6 Sandstone. Vfg to fg some mg, white,
weathers light brown, slight clay matrix
and silica cement, poor to good p&p lower
to mid unit, vuggy, calcareous. Tangen-
tial cross-sets, 1-3 feet thick, lower
unit. Stratification is obscured in top
2-3 feet. Shell imprints and possible
clam burrows lower and mid unit. Scour
basal contact. Fluvial channel.

11.5 Sandstone. Fg, some vfg and mg, fining
upward, white, weathers light brown to
light gray at top, slight to moderate
clay matrix, little silica cement. Some
sand-size clay grains and angular clasts
1/2 inch, calcareous near base, vuggy,
fair P&P mid unit. Unit is dominantly
wedge shaped, tabular cross-sets (sand
waves) up to 3.5 feet thick by 25 feet
wide, some with scour base. Vfg top of
uni t is subparallel to wavy laminated.
Shell imprints and a few indistinct bur-
rows less than 1/8 inch diameter. Scour
basal contact. Fluvial channel.

7.5 Sandstone. Fg to mg, some vfg and silt,
white, weathers light brown-gray, slight
to moderate clay matrix, scattered sand-
size clay grains (rounded clay clasts,
1/2 inch diameter in lower part of
cross-sets), vuggy, little silica ce-
ment, slightly calcareous at top, poor
P&P. unit is dominantly trough cross-
stratified, 1.5-2.5 feet thick, 5-
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MEASURED SECTION #1 (cont'd)

UNIT

1

1

3

FEET DESCRIPTION

25 feet wide. Scour basal contact.
Fluvial channel.

5 Sandstone. Vfg with silt, white, wea-
thers to light yellow, slight silica ce-
ment, flat clay clasts, 1/2 inch long
common. Obscured subparallel to wavy
laminated beds, 1-8 inches thick.
Trails on some bedding surfaces, some
small vertical burrows. Basal scour
contact. Fluvial channel.

Total J Sandstone

72
SKULL CREEK SHALE
Shale. The upper 25 feet is poorly ex-
posed, the lower 47 feet is covered.
Dark gray shale with trace of silt, vfg-
sized, carbonaceous fragments, slightly
calcareous in spots. Top 2 feet below
J Sandstone scour is oxidized, maroon,
yellow-brown, to light gray. Marine
shelf .

Total Skull Creek Shale

PLAINVIEW SANDSTONE

7 Sandstone. Vfg, sparse fg and silt,
light yellow-brown, weathers light
orange-brown, slight to moderate clay
ma t rix, calcareous, friable. Subpar al-
leI to large scale, low-angle trough
cross-stratified. Top of unit ripple
marked and very dark brown iron stained.
Rare subvertical burrows less than
1/8 inch diameter. Basal 3 feet
covered. Shoreface.
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MEASURED SECTION #1 (cont'd)

UNIT

2

1

4

FEET DESCRIPTION

10 Sandstone. Vfg with silt, coarsens up-
ward to fg to vfg, white, weathers white
to light brown, slight to moderate clay
matrix, slight silica cement, scattered
muscovite flakes, few clay clasts. Sub-
parallel stratified, micro cross-lami-
nated, some 4 inch thick cross-sets in
upper unit. Undulatory ripples on
bound ing surfaces. Basal 8 inches is
medium brown-gray to maroon, interlami-
nated, horizontal stratified. Unit is
very thin to thinly bedded. Trails on
bedding surfaces, Arenicolites burrows
1/2 inch across and wood imprints at the
base. Sharp, planar, basal contact.
Shoreface overlying washover.

1 Siltstone, Sandstone. Unit is domi-
nantly siltstone, sandy with abundant
clay, iron stained, red-maroon-black,
some yellow-brown at top. Abundant,
(less than 1/8 inch diameter) red and
black dots, (siderite?) and burrow-like
structures, 1/4 inch long, vertical and
oblique to bedding. Wavy laminated.
Upper 6 inches is very poorly sorted, mg
sandstone with abundant silt and clay,
very dark red to black, abundant, less
than 1/8 inch diameter rounded clay and
sandstone clasts, some larger, few chert
pebbles up to 1 inch diameter, vesicu-
lar. Transgressive-lag.

Total Plainview

11
LYTLE FORMATION
Claystone, Siltstone, Sandstone. Fin-
ning upward sequence. Basal 7 feet is fg
to mg to vfg with silt. Lavender grading
up to light lavender. Sandstones are
white with maroon, silts sized dots, few
white clay sand-size grains, abundant
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MEASURED SECTION #1 (cont'd)

UNIT

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

maroon clay grains. Abundant white clay
matrix in lower 4 feet. Medium grains
tend to be rounded. Friable at base.
Stratification obscured. Capping this
sandstone is a 1 foot zone of sandy,
clay-rich siltstone, red-maroon, dark
lavender, black, rare 1/4 inch pebbles
on bounding surfaces, few flat clay
clasts. Wavy to micro cross-laminated,
well cemented, brittle. Top 3 feet
mostly covered, white claystone? Tran-
si tional basal contact. Soil hor izon
and flood pla in.

5 Sandstone. Mg to fg, gray and salmon,
weathers to light salmon brown, slight
to moderate clay matrix, slight silica
cement in upper unit, friable lower
unit, sparse to abundant sand-size clay
grains. Poor to good p&p at base.
Trough cross-stratified, weathers mas-
sive. Sharp basal contact. Channel.

23 Sandstone. Similar to unit 1. Fg to mg,
cg and pebbles up to 1/4 inch diameter in
mg sand matrix at base, white, light pink
at base, weathers white to light salmon-
brown, slight to moderate clay matrix,
sand-size clay grains and clasts common
at base, friable. Good p&p near base.
Unit is dominantly trough cross-strati-
fied, beds less than 1 foot thick to
8 feet across axis, rare, high angle,
tabular cross-set 6 inches thick by
16 feet across axis. Scour basal con-
tact. Braided channel.

25 Sandstone. Fg to mg, white, weathers
white to salmon brown, slight to moder-
ate clay matrix, scattered clay grains,
friable. Slight to good p&p. Unit domi-
nantly trough cross-stratified, beds
less than 1 foot thick to 6 feet across
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MEASURED SECTION II (cont'd)

UNIT FEET

axis.
angle.

DESCRIPTION

Rare tabular
Base covered.

Total Lytle Formation

176

cross-set, high
Braided channel.
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MEASURED SECTION #lb

LOCATION: NWI/4, NWI/4, NWI/4, Sec. 32, T.12N., R.69W.

UNIT

6

5

4

FEET DESCRIPTION

4
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Vfg to fg, some silt, white,
weathers light brown, slight to moderate
clay matrix, calcareous, sparse sand-
size clay grains and clasts. Some poor
P&P. Unit is subparallel and wavy lami-
nated with micro cross-laminae near the
top. Some trails on bedding surfaces and
wood imprints. Transitional basal
contact. Lower tidal flat.

11 Sandstone. Fg, sparse mg at base, fining
upward to vfg at top, white to light pink
at top, weathers light brown, slight
clay matrix, and silica cement, clay
clasts and vugs common at base, slightly
friable. Fair p&p. Unit is low to high
angle, tabular cross-stratified, beds
are 0.5-3 feet thick, top foot is wavy
lami nated. Salmon color wood impr ints
in upper 2 feet. Scour basal contact.
Tidal delta.

22.5 Sandstone. Fg, some mg, sparse cg and
vfg, white, weathers light to medium
brown, slight clay matrix, slight to
moderate silica cement, few sand-size
clay grains, 1/4 inch clay clasts at
base. Poor to fair P&P. Stratification
obscured, unit appears dominated by tab-
ular cross-beds up to 3 feet thick, cos-
ets 6-7 feet thick. Massive weathering,
wedge shaped cosets are bounded by ob-
lique, planar contacts, typical of sand
wave accumulations, some thin sets are
traceable for 80 feet along entire out-
crop. Plural tubes (Arenicolites?),
very small, near base and top. Scour
basal contact. Tidal delta.
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MEASURED SECTION #lb (cont'd)
UNIT
3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION
7.5 Sandstone. Fg, some vfg, sparse mg,

white, weathers light to medium brown,
slight clay matrix, minor to abundant
silica cement, sparse sand-size grains,
vuggy. Poor to fair p&p. Tabular cross-
stratified, beds less than 2 feet thick,
and subparallel stratification, vuggy.
Scour basal contact. Fluvial channel.

2.5 Sandstone. Fg, some mg to vfg, white,
weathers light to medium brown, slight
to moderate clay matrix, some silica ce-
ment, few sand-size clay grains, some
rounded and angular clay clasts, flat,
thin, up to 1 inch long, vuggy. Local
fair P&P. Tabular to tangential cross-
stratified, beds 8-12 inches thick, com-
monly bimodal (herringbone). Scour
basal contact. Fluvial channel.

4.5 Sandstone. Mg, some fg, sparse cg,
white, weathers light to medium brown,
slight clay matrix, slight to abundant
silica cement, sparse sand-size clay
grains. Local good P&P. Unit is tabular
cross-stratified, beds up to 3 feet
thick. Base of J Sandstone is covered.
Fluvial channel.

Total J Sandstone
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LOCATION:

UNIT

5

4

3

2

179

MEASURED SECTION #lc

5 1/2, NW1/4, NW1/4, Sec. 32, T.12N., R.69w.

FEET DESCRIPTION

4
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Vfg with silt, coarsening up
to fg to vfg, maroon at base to mostly
white, weathers same, slight to moderate
clay matr ix, sparse to abundant sand-
size clay grains, calcareous, friable.
Unit is wavy to subparallel stratified.
Thalassinoides and mud cracks on top of
unit. Scour basal contact. Tidal flat
with channel.

1.5 Sandstone and Mudstone Conglomerate.
Vfg to mg variable unit, maroon to white,
mottled, clay clasts at base and abun-
dant mudstone clasts at top. Calcareous
and bioturbated. Tidal flat.

7 Sandstone. Mostly covered. Vfg with fg,
little silt, white, slight to moderate
clay matr ix, flat clay clasts and clay
stringers, few to abundant sand-size
clay grains, silica cemented. Horizon-
tal to wavy laminated. Vertical bur-
rows, 1/8-1/2 inch diameter and bedding
surface trails common. Covered zones
appear to be white clay. Tidal flats.

3 Sandstone. Vfg to fg, white, weathers
light brown, slight to moderate clay
matrix, scattered sand-size clay grains,
rounded clay clasts common at base,
silica cemented, calcareous near base.
Wavy to horizontal laminated with
10 inch thick tabular bed mid-unit.
Cur rent and wave ripple mar ks common.
Thalassinoides trails, 1/4-1/2 inch dia-
meter by 2-6 inches long, single and
networ k on bedd ing surfaces. Possible
crab tracks and leaf imprints on upper
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MEASURED SECTION #lc (cont'd)

UNIT

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

iron stained cap.
covered. Tidal flat.

20 feetLower

6 Sandstone. Lateral equivalent to unit 6
in section #lb and unit 10 in
section #ld This is a vfg, wavy lami-
nated, ripple laminated trailed and bio-
turbated, thinly bedded, laterally con-
tinuous sandstone. Tidal flat.

Total J Sandstone
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MEASURED SECTION #ld

LOCATION NWI/4, NWI/4, SWI/4, Sec. 32, T.12N., R.69W.

UNIT

11

10

9

8

FEET DESCRIPTION

18.5
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Unit mostly covered. Fg
base, vfg upper, white, weathers very
light brown, slight to abundant clay
matrix, some carbonaceous material.
Ripple marks and micro cross-laminations
common. Arenicolites and Thalassinoides
burrows common. Tidal flats.

22 Sandstone. Vfg with fg, fines upward,
white, weathers light brown, moderate to
abundant clay matrix, flat vugs (plant
imprints) common. Stratification mostly
obscured, wavy to subparallel lamina-
tions are visible. Root structures,
wood and plant imprints, salmon color,
are very abundant. Transitional basal
contact. Tidal flats.

14 Sandstone. Fg, some vfg and mg, white,
weathers medium brown, slight clay ma-
trix, silica cemented, hard. Local poor
p&p. Tabular cross-strata, less than
2 feet thick, dominate the lower part of
unit, interbedded tabular cross-sets,
6 inches thick and subparallel beds 1-
w inches dominate the upper part. Wood
chip imprints common at base. Scour ba-
sal contact. Tidal delta.

10 Sandstone. Fg to mg, some vfg, wh ite ,
weathers light to medium brown, slight
clay matrix, some silica cement, flat
vugs at base. Poor to fair p&p. Unit is
mostly tangential sets, beds less than
2 feet thick. Wood chip impr ints com-
mon, Teredo borings at base. Unit is
overall wedge shaped. Scour basal con-
tact. Tidal delta.
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MEASURED SECTION #ld (cont'd)

UNIT

7

6

5

4

FEET DESCRIPTION
8 Sandstone. Fg to mg upper unit, vfg

lower unit, some silt, white, weathers
light to medium brown, slight clay ma-
trix, silica cemented, hard, sparse
sand-size clay grains. Poor P&P upper
unit. Subparallel to low-angle strati-
fied, lower unit, to tabular cross-
stratified upper. Transitional basal
contact. Tidal delta.

4.5 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, little silt,
white, weathers light to dark brown,
slight to moderate clay matrix, silica
cemented, hard. Unit is subparallel to
slightly wavy laminated with rare cross
bed. Some wood imp rints. Scour basal
contact. Tidal delta.

13.5 Sandstone. Fg to mg, little vfg, light
yellow, weathers light brown, clean to
moderate clay matrix, sparse sand-size
clay grains, scattered, rounded clay
clasts less than 1/2 inch diameter and
rounded sandstone clasts less than
3 inches in diameter, throughou t unit,
vuggy, slightly friable. Poor to good
P&P. Tabular cross-strata, less than
2 foot thick beds and subparallel strata
dominate unit. Contorted and bimodal
cross-strata in upper unit. Scour basal
contract. Fluvial channel.

20 Sandstone. Fg, some mg at base fining
upward with some vfg at top, white,
weathers light to medium brown, very
slight clay matrix, slight silica ce-
ment. Poor to good p&p. Lower unit con-
tains flat, angular clay clasts less
than 1/2 inch long, vugs, silica cement
and is calcareous. Unit is subparallel
stratified, beds less than 3 feet thick,
interbedded with tabular cross-strata,
beds less than 2 feet thick, cosets up to
4 feet thick. Unit displays several
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MEASURED SECTION #ld (cont'd)

UNIT

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

major scours. Abundant wood
near base. Scour basal contact.
channel.

imprints
Fluvial

2. 5 Sandstone. Fg, coarsens upward to mg,
abundant cg, white, weathers light to
medium brown, minor to slight clay ma-
trix, abundant sand-sized clay grains.
Good P&P. Subparallel stratified.
Abundant wood and log impr ints, lower
unit. Scour basal contact. Fluv ial
channel.

6 Sandstone. Mg, some cg, fines upward to
fg, white, weathers light brown, slight
clay matrix, slight to common sand-size
clay grains, few flat clay clasts, cal-
cite crystals at base, slightly friable.
Good p&p in lower part of unit. Sub-
parallel and tabular cross-stratified.
Teredo borings and wood imprints at
base. Scour basal contact. Fluvial
channel.

2 Sandstone. Vfg some fg and silt, white,
weathers light gray to light brown,
moderate to abundant clay matrix, sand-
size clay grains common, friable. Wavy
to micro cross-laminated. Trails on
bounding surfaces. Base of J Sandstone
covered. Fluvial channel.

Total J Sandstone
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MEASURED SECTION #le

LOCATION: SWl/4, NEl/4, SWl/4, Sec. 32, T.12., R.69W.

UNIT FEET DESCRIPTION

14 8
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Fg to mg, fining upward to
vfg to fg, white, weathers brown, slight
clay matrix, few flat clay clasts,
slightly calcareouw. Stratification is
partially obscured, tabular cross-strata
6 inches thick and subparallel to wavy
stratification and ripple marks on bed-
ding surfaces are visible. These beds
are mar ked by near ly parallel bound ing
surfaces and are laterally continuous
along the outcrop. Few trails on rippled
bounding surfaces, few burrows, 3/8 inch
diameter near top of unit. Conglomer-
atic sandstone cap, 1 foot thick, domi-
nantly mg with cg, chert and quartz peb-
bles up to 1/2 inch diameter abundant,
clean, porous, maroon-brown, very irreg-
ular bedd ing surface. Th is conglomera-
tic sandstone marks the top of the
J Sandstone, no Mowry crops out. Tran-
sitional basal contact. Nearshore
marine, swash bars.

13 6 Sandstone. Fg, sparse mg and vfg, white,
weathers brown, slight clay matrix,
sand-size clay grains common, few angu-
lar flat clay clasts, calcareous, slight
silica cement. Subparallel to wavy to
tabular cross-stratified, tabular sets
up to 14 inches thick, stratification
commonly obscures. Lower 3 feet is
flaggy weathering while upper 3 feet is
blocky. Fossil hash imprints on bound-
ing surfaces, Diplocraterion, large
scale plural tubes, on one bedding sur-
face. Beds are laterally continuous.
Basal contact appears transitional.
Nearshore marine, swash bars.
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MEASURED SECTION #le (cont'd)

UNIT

12

11

10

FEET DESCRIPTION

3 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, little mg, white,
weathers light brown, slight clay ma-
trix, sand-size clay grains common, some
silica cement, calcareous. Stratifica-
tion is partially obscured, subparallel
strata appears dominant, some trough
cross-strata. Basal 1 foot weathers
flaggy, upper 2 feet weathers blocky
with ripple marks on bedding surfaces.
Plant(?) and shell imprints on some bed-
ding surfaces. Basal contact appears
transi t ional, Nearshore mar ine, swash
bars.

13 Sandstone. Fg, some vfg, white,
weathers light brown, slight to moderate
clay matrix, sand-size clay grains com-
mon, silica cement common, calcareous.
Stratification partially obscured, unit
appears entirely subparallel stratified,
basal 3 feet weathers flaggy, then
4 foot blocky zone, then 18 inches
flaggy with shell and plant (?) imprints
on bedding surfaces, top 5 feet weathers
massive and contains some cg. Parallel
bedding surfaces show bedding continuity
across outcrop. Basal contact is
covered. Units 11,12,13, and 14 are
part of a transgressive sandstone inver-
val representing ebb tidal deposits of
swash bars or possibly offshore bars of
the shoreface.

6 Sandstone. Upper 4.5 feet covered. Fg
to vfg, white, weathers light brown,
slight clay matrix, silica cemented,
sand-size clay grains common. Subparal-
lel stratified with planar basal scour
contact. Shell hash of pelecypod and
gastropod (?) tests and imprints on dis-
conformity contact and bedding surfaces.
Upper shoreface-foreshore.
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MEASURED SECTION #le (cont'd)

UNIT

9

8

7

6

5

FEET DESCRIPTION

1.2 Coal, Clay. Bone coal, 9 inches thick,
plant structures still apparent, capped
by 5 inches of var iegated iron sta ined
claystone, violet, red, brown yellow,
mostly white. Marsh.

9.5 Sandstone. Lower 5.5 feet, fg to vfg,
fining upward, white-light pink, wea-
thers light brown to violet at base,
scattered clay clasts. Basal 6 inches
is horizontal laminated, upper sandstone
is subparallel to wavy laminated with
some low-angle cross strata. Sparse
1 foot long vertical burrows, roots(?),
few bedding plane trails at base. TOp
4 feet is covered, white to light gray
clay clods in soil. Marsh overlying ti-
dal channel.

6 Sandstone, Claystone. Lower 4 feet is
vfg, light pink, weathers light brown to
cream at top, flat angular clay clasts
with vugs. wavy to micro cross-lami-
nated lower unit, reworked upper beds.
Rare carbonaceous flakes on bedding
surfaces, Thalassinoides common, some
vertical Skolithos burrows or possibly
root structures. Upper 2 feet is a
blotchy pink to bone, silty, papery,
claystone. Tidal flat, marsh.

3 Sandstone, Claystone. As in unit 7 only
thinner beds, sandstone is approximately
2.5 feet and claystone is 6 inche s
thick. Tidal flat, marsh.

14 Sandstone. Top 12 feet covered. Lower
2 feet, vfg, light gray, weathers same,
slight to moderate clay matrix. Ob-
scured burrows and stratification, small
oxidized wood imprints. Transitional
basal contact. Tidal flat.
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MEASURED SECTION #le (cont'd)

UNIT

4

3

2

1

DESCRIPTIONFEET

5 Sandstone. Fg to vfg. Lower and middle
unit is yellow-brown weathering, with
light gray irregular blotches (reworked)
and branching burrows with finer-grained
light gray fill. Vfg upper unit is me-
dium gray, carbonaceous. Unit is capped
by poorly sorted mg to fg, yellow-brown
sandstone, abundant clay matrix followed
by 1/2 inch dark brown, iron stained cap
with irregular bounding surface. Whole
unit appears bioturbated. Transitional
basal contact. Tidal flat.

3.5 Sandstone. Vfg. Very silty middle zone,
light to dark gray, weathers medium
gray, carbonaceous material abundant.
Moderate bioturbation upper and lower
unit, extreme in middle silty zone.
Burrows, including Arenicolites, and
trails common. Disturbed black and gray
laminated to totally reworked. Dark
brown iron stained zone caps unit
(1 inch thick). Transitional basal con-
tact. Tidal flat.

5.5 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, upper and lower
2 feet, weathers very light brown. Mid-
dle zone is vfg, some silt, light gray
with pink tint. Irregular, discontin-
uous, red stained horizontal laminations
in gray-pink background, bioturbated.
Wood imprints and trails on bedding sur-
faces and vertical burrows (Skolithos?),
6 inches long, are common. Dark brown
iron stained zone with trails on sur-
face, caps the unit. Transitional basal
contact. Tidal flats.

57 Sandstone. Obscured. Access, cover and
sharp folding make this unit unsuitable
for detailed description. The unit is
correlative with the basal, high energy
deposited units of measured sections 1,
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MEASURED SECTION #le

UNIT FEET

la, and Ld ,
deposits.

140.5

188

DESCRIPTION

Fluvial and tidal delta

Total J Sandstone
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MEASURED SECTION #2

LOCATION SW1/4, SW1/4, Sec. 32, T.12N., R.69W.

UNIT

3

2

1

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

3
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Fg to vfg, some mg, white,
weathers medium gray-brown, clean to
moderately clay matrix. Horizontal to
subparallel stratified. Poorly exposed.
The 5 feet underlying this unit is
covered.

4 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, white, weathers
medium brown, clean with slight clay
matrix, sand-size grains common. Sub-
parallel laminated. Float overlying
this sandstone is white, laminated mud-
stone and vfg, white sandstone, biotur-
bated with trails on bedding surface.
The 18 feet underlying this unit is
covered.

34 Sandstone. Vfg, sparse fg and silt,
white, weathers light to dark brown,
slight to moderate clay matrix. Unit is
almost entirely subparallel to wavy lam-
inated with ripples and micro cross-
laminae, few thin, 10 inch thick, high
angle tangential beds, laterally exten-
sive, and several small cut and fill
lenses, 1-2 feet thick by 5-15 feet
wide. Weathers vuggy along discontin-
uous clay lamina. Skolithos burrows
near top and extensively bioturbated
throughout, very mottled appearance with
trails on bedding surfaces. Bay.

Total J Sandstone including cover.

10
SKULL CREEK SHALE
Shale. Poorly
20 feet of cover

exposed outcrop with
above the J Sandstone
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MEASURED SECTION #2 (cont'd)

UNIT FEET DESCRIPTION

and 110 feet of cover below to the Lytle
Formation. Shale is dark gray with thin
sil tstone stringers, typical of middle
shale interval. Marine shelf.

1 16
LYTLE FORMATION
Sandstone. Mg to fg, some clay silt and
pebbles. Rounded chert and clay pebbles
up to 1/2 inch diameter, common at the
base of large trough beds, 0.5 to 3 feet
thick and up to 20 feet across axis.
Outcrop is very limited with no top or
base exposed. Braided channel.
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MEASURED SECTION #3

LOCATION: NEl/4, NEl/4, Sec. 12, T.IIN., R.70W.

UNIT

7

6

5

FEET DESCRIPTION

4
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Fg, white, weathers salmon,
slight to moderate clay matrix, few
sand-si ze clay gra ins. Poor p&p. Sub-
parallel laminated, platy weathering,
beds 1-2 inches thick. Splay.

8.5 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, light gray, clay
matrix, subparallel and wavy laminated,
fines up to a thin, papery to blocky
weathering, very light gray claystone.
within unit is a seven foot thick cut and
fill feature, fg, some mg and vfg, fines
upward, clay clasts and vugs at base,
abundant clay matrix with a few 10 inch
thick, tabular cross-sets. Unit is
transitional at base except for cut and
fill structure. Splay with distributary
channel.

54 Sandstone. Vfg to fg and silt, very
light gray, weathers light gray to light
brown, clay matrix. Unit is composed of
8 similar zones, each 5.5 to 8.5 feet
thick. Each zone fines upward from fg at
base to siltstone at the top. Stratifi-
cation for the most part is obscured,
subparallel and wavy laminations domi-
nate with some micro cross-laminations
in upper part of zones. Ripple marks are
apparent, siltstones are horizontally
stratified. Clay clasts are scattered
throughout the lower portion of zones,
as are wood imprints. Some zones show
1/8 inch diameter by 1 foot long verti-
cal burrows, roots or Skolithos, and
rare trails on bedding surfaces. Slight
silica cement in most zones. Weathering
has been intense on this outcrop obscur-
ing most organic material. Leaves have
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MEASURED SECTION #3 (cont'd)

UNIT

4

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

been observed in the float of this unit.
unit extends for several hundred feet
laterally. Transitional basal contact.
Splay delta or subaqueaus levee, fluvial
flood induced.

16.5 Sandstone. Fg, vfg at top, white, wea-
thers light pink to brown, slight to
abundant clay matrix, moderate silica
cement, vuggy. Stratification partially
obscure, subparallel beds in lower unit,
wavy upper. Arenicolites burrows com-
mon, mid to upper unit, wood imprints
common on bedding surfaces. The lateral
equivalent of this unit 200 feet north
is mottled and extensively bioturbated.
Transitional basal contact. Brackish
bay.

13.5 Sandstone. Mg, fining upward to fg with
vfg, white, weathers white to light
brown, slight to moderate clay matrix,
slight silica cement. Tangential and
tabular cross-strata, 10 inches to
3 feet thick dominate the cut and fill
sequence in this unit. Wood imprints and
few trails on bedding surfaces. Scour
basal contact. Estuarine or fluvial
channel.

4 Sandstone. Mg to fg, fining up, white,
weathers light brown, clay matrix,
clasts and vugs common at base, clean at
top. Subparallel and trough cross-
stratified, 10 inches thick with tabular
cross-strata up to 18 inches thick.
Transi tional basal contact. Estuar ine
or fluvial channel.

8.5 Sandstone. Mg, fines upward to fg,
white, weathers light gray to brown,
light to moderate clay matrix, some flat
clay clasts, 3/4 inch long, some sand-
size clay grains. Subparallel strati-
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MEASURED SECTION #3 (cont'd)

UNIT

5

4

3

2

FEET DESCRIPTION

fied. Wood imprints
J Sandstone covered.
vial channel.

at base. Base of
Estuarine or flu-

Total J Sandstone

SKULL CREEK SHALE
The entire Skull Creek is covered except
for a small windblown area exposing dark
gray shale fragments.

Total Skull Creek interval.

3
PLAINVIEW SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Fg to vfg with silt, gray,
weathers light brown, moderate clay ma-
trix. Subparallel to low-angle, trough
cross-stratified. Capped by 6 inch iron
stained, clay matrix sandstone, concre-
tionary layer as in Unit 3. Transi-
tional basal contact. Shoreface.

1 Sandstone. Very muddy, iron rich, dark
brown hollow, irregularly partitioned
concretions with yellow muddy, sandy
lining. Marine organism?

7 Sandstone. Vfg, silty with considerable
clay, light yellow to light brown with
maroon dots. Subparallel to low-angle
trough cross-stratified. Weathers
blocky. Trace fossils absent. Sharp
planar basal contact. Shoreface.

5.5 Sandstone, Siltstone. Sandstone, fg
with vfg and silt, weathers yellow-brown
from weathered clay-matrix. Subparallel
to horizontal laminated, 4-18 inches
thick beds, increasing in thickness and
frequency upward. Flat basal contacts
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MEASURED SECTION #3 (cont'd)

UNIT

1

6

5

4

3

2

FEET DESCRIPTION

with interbedded siltstones. Siltstone,
considerable clay, some vfg sand, light
gray, wavy laminated to flaser bedded.
Burrowed with abundant trails. Basal
contact planar and disconformable.
Lagoon with washover.

1.5 Mudstone. Very silty and sandy, brown,
maroon some white irregular laminations.
Vesicular, 4 to 6 inch thick, iron
stained zone on top of unit with 1/4 inch
diameter clay and chert pebbles. Trans-
gressive lag.

Total Plainview

2
LYTLE FORMATION
Sandstone. Fg-vfg, abundant silt and
clay, brownish-yellow to brown. Flood
plain.

2 Mudstone to Sandstone. Abundant clay,
maroon, high iron concentration. Soil
zone.

2 Conglomerate. Sandstone, fg, silt and
mud, rounded clasts up to 3 inch dia-
meter, in similar, softer sandstone
matrix, yellow to cream, some maroon,
scour and fill, laterally continuous
along outcrop. Ash rich(?) channel
fill.

10.5 Mudstone. Considerable silt and vfg
sand. Grades to siltstone. Maroon and
cream, blocky, 3/4 inch, fractured.
Lower 2 feet covered. Flood plain.

50.5 Sandstone. Mg to fg, fines upward,
white, weathers white to yellow-brown,
moderate to abundant clay matrix, few
chert grains. Trough cross-stratified,
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MEASURED SECTION #3 (cont'd)

UNIT

1

DESCRIPTIONFEET
4-12 inch thick sets, transport direc-
tions are east to south. Unit changes
laterally from sandstone to rapidly
thickening clay drape wedges. Upper
unit is scoured by conglomerate des-
cribed in Unit 4. The lower 21 feet of
this unit are covered. Distal braided
channel.

33 Sandstone. Mg, some cg, white, weathers
whi te to pink, slight to abundant clay
matrix, sand-size clay grains and clasts
to 1/4 inch are common, some mg chert,
chert and quartz pebbles 1/4 inch,
rounded, common along base of cross-
sets. Unit is trough cross-stratified,
beds 0.5-2.5 feet thick and subparallel
stratified, some 10 inch thick tabular
cross-sets. Transport directions are
east to southeast. Maroon clay drapes,
1-4 inches thick extend 30-40 feet
across the outcrop. Base of the Lytle is
covered. Proximal braided channel

Total Lytle Formation100.0
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MEASURED SECTION #4

LOCATION NWI/4, NWI/4, Sec. 8, T.IIN., R.69W.

UNIT

2

1

3

FEET DESCRIPTION

3
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Vfg, white, weathers light
brown, slight clay matrix. Some poor
p&p. Subparallel to wavy laminated.
Transitional basal contact. Upper est-
uarine or fluvial channel.

7 Sandstone. Fg, sparse vfg, white, wea-
thers light brown, slight to moderate
clay matrix, slight silica cement, clay
grains and flat clasts along bedding
planes. Large scale tangenti al to
trough cross strata. Poorly exposed
outcrop, base of J Sandstone covered.
Upper estuarine or fluvial channel.

Total J Sandstone exposed.

SKULL CREEK SHALE
The Skull Creek is entirely covered with
the exception of one small patch of dark
gray shale, 20 feet below the J Sand-
stone.

Approximate thickness of Skull Creek
Shale.

7.5
PLAINVIEW
Sandstone. Fg to vfg, some medium, very
light gray, weathers reddish to yellow-
ish-brown, abundant clay matr ix , Sub-
parallel to low-angle trough cross-
stratified. Trace fossils absent.
Sharp planar basal contact, overlying
Skull Creek covered. Shoreface.
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MEASURED SECTION #4 (cont'd)

UNIT

2

1

5

4

FEET DESCRIPTION

4 Sandstone. Fg, white, weathers light
brown, slight to moderate clay matrix,
some flat clay clasts. Tangenti al to
tabular cross-stratified, beds 4 to
6 inches thick, interbedded with thin
wavy beds. Trails on wavy beds and
Arenicolites burrows common. Transi-
tional basal contact. Tidal flat.

3.5 Sandstone. Fg, light gray, weathers
light brown and maroon, irregular.
Abundant clay matrix. Irregular wavy
laminated to flaser bedded, interstrati-
fied w it h 2 inch thick, horizontal to
subparallel laminated beds. Intense
bioturbation in wavy beds, Arenicolites
common. Basal contact wi th Lytle not
exposed. Tidal flat.

Total Plainview measured.

14
LYTLE FORMATION
Sandstone. Vfg with silt, maroon to
white, irregularly interbedded and form-
ing up to 3-foot thick single color
beds. Stratification mostly obscured,
some subparallel to wavy laminations
with few small tabular cross-beds. Mud
cracks in 4 inch thick, iron stained
zone, mid unit. Yellow, 4-foot thick
sandstone clast conglomerate crops out
as bench in upper, mostly covered por-
tion of unit. Transi tional basal con-
tact. Flood plain and soil horizons.

39 Sandstone. Conglomerate. Mg, spase fg
and cg, white, weathers white to light
salmon, slight to moderate clay matrix,
clay grains common, few 1/4 inch sand-
stone clasts. Tangential cross-strati-
fied, 10 foot thick coset near base,
trough cross-strata 3-5 feet across axis
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MEASURED SECTION #4 (cont'd)

UNIT

3

2

1

DESCRIPTIONFEET
above this. Basal 3-5 feet is cher t ,
quartz and clay clast conglomerate.
Transitional with sharp scour contact at
base. Braided channel.

23 Sandstone. Mg fining upward to fg,
white, weathers light gray with salmon
tint, abundant clay matrix at base,
slight to moderate upward. Sand-size
clay grains, few to abundant, few flat,
1/4 inch angular clay clasts, scattered
rounded chert pebbles common at base of
cross-strata, friable. Tangential
cross-strata and subparallel strata dom-
inate lower part of unit, trough cross
strata dominates upper part. Transport
directions are all to the northeast.
Sharp scour contact with lower unit.
Braided channel.

6 Sandstone. Mg to fg, fining upward,
white, slight to moderate clay matrix,
sand-size clay grains common, few angu-
lar clasts near base, up to 3 inches
long. Fair porosity, local. Unit mostly
subparallel stratified with a few
6 inch, tabular cross-sets, northeast
transport. Scour basal contact.
Braided channe 1.

8.5 Conglomerate, Sandstone. Chert, gray
and quartz, white and clay clasts less
than 1 inch in diameter, rounded, poorly
sorted wi th fg-sand rnatrix. Abundant
clay matr ix and clasts at base. Sub-
parallel bedding. Sandstone, mid unit
mg with cg, weathers light brown, scat-
tered pebbles and clay clasts. Tabular
cross-stratified, beds less than 1 foot
thick, northeast transport directions.
Scour wavy base with iron crust, pos-
sibly base of Lytle, very limited expo-
sure, no exposed Morrison. Braided
channel.
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MEASURED SECTION #4 (cont'd)

UNIT FEET DESCRIPTION

Total Lytle Formation
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MEASURED SECTION #4a

LOCATION: NEI/4, SWI/4, NEI/4, Sec. 8, T.IIN., R.69W.

UNIT

8

7

6

5

4

FEET DESCRIPTION

19
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Vfg, coarsens upward to fg
with vfg, white, weathers light gray-
brown, slight clay matrix, few sand-size
clay grains. Stratification is ob-
scured, some wavy bounding surfaces,
flat topped ripple marks in float. Lower
15 feet is covered. Tidal flat?

8 Sandstone. Fg, fining upward to vfg,
white, weathers light gray to brown,
slight to moderate clay matrix, flat
clay clasts and vugs, lower unit. Strat-
ification mostly obscured, subparallel
and small scale cross-laminations indi-
cated. Possible plant imprints. Tran-
sitional basal contact, bedding planes
are parallel along outcrop. Fluvial
channel to channel margin.

13 Sandstone. Vfg to fg, white, weathers
light to medium gray-brown, moderate to
abundant clay matrix, sand-size clay
grains and clasts common. Stratifica-
tion is obscured, some wavy bounding
surfaces and indications of cross-strata
in basal part. Transitional basal con-
tact. Fluvial channel to channel
margin.

1.8 Sandstone. Fg, sparse medium, white,
weathers light gray-brown, slight clay
matrix, few sand-size clay grains and
clasts, some vugs. Subparallel to low-
angle cross-stratified. Transitional
basal contact. Fluvial channel to
channel margin.

23.5 Sandstone. Vfg,
gray to brown,

to fg, weathers light
moderate to abundant
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MEASURED SECTION #4a (cont'd)

UNIT

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

clay-fill, few sand-size clay grains.
Subparallel to wavy stratified.
Skolithos burrows, 1/8 inch diameter to
16 inches ver tical and plant impr ints.
Sharp basal contact. Fluvial channel to
channel margin.

5 Claystone. Slightly sandy, lower 2 feet
to slightly silty upper part. Light gray
blocky, 3/4 inch fragment, weathering.
Roots and flat carbonaceous flakes, pos-
sible grass impressions. Well drained
swamp.

29.5 Sandstone. Fines upward from mg to fg to
vfg at top, white, weathers light brown,
slight to abundant flat, angular clay
clasts, 1/2 inch, slight silica cement.
Subparallel laminated with some wavy
beds, upper, and tabular cross-strata,
less than 18 inches thick in lower unit.
Vugs and wood imprints common in lower
unit. Planar scour base. Active to
partially abandon channel-fill.

8 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, some mg, wh ite,
weathers light brown, slight clay ma-
trix, few sand-size clay grains, clasts
and vugs. Subparallel laminated with
wavy bounding surfaces. Blocky weather-
ing beds are laterally continuous for
over 100 feet. Basal foot is poorly
sorted with dark gray shale clasts,
angular, wood imprints, Teredo burrows.
Contact with the Skull Creek is planar
and disconformable. Partially abandon
channel fill, estuarine?

107.8 Total J Sandstone
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MEASURED SECTION #4a (cont'd)

UNIT

1

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

1
SKULL CREEK SHALE
Shale. The Skull Creek measures 87 feet
at this location with only the upper
30 feet exposed, exposing dark gray,
shale with thin red and yellow-brown
siltstone stringers.

Total Skull Creek measured.

5.5
PLAINVIEW
Sandstone. Vfg to fg to mg, mid-unit,
white, weathers medium brown, abundant
clay matrix, friable. Subparallel to
very low-angle, trough cross-stratified.
Trace fossils absent. Transitional
basal contact. Shoreface.

7 Sandstone. Fg, some mg, white, weathers
light to medium gray, slight to moderate
clay matrix, few sand-size clay grains,
clasts and vugs. Subparallel laminated.
Top 6 inches, dar k brown iron sta ined.
Beds are 1 to 2 feet thick. Some burrows
up to 1/8 inch diameter. Shoreface.

18.5 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, white, weathers
light yellow-gray, moderate to abundant
clay matrix, some flat clay clasts along
bedding planes. Wavy, muddy bioturbated
and burrowed sandstones, inter bedded
with subparallel, upward thickening
sandstones. Some of the burrows are
plural tube types. Basal contact with
Lytle is covered. Lagoon with washover.

Total Plainview
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MEASURED SECTION #5a

LOCATION: NWI/4, SWI/4, Sec. 16, T.IIN., R.69W.

UNIT

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

8
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone, Siltstone, Conglomerate.
This unit represents the upper trans-
gressive sequence of the J Sandstone.
The lower 3 foot sandstone is fg-vfg,
light brown weathering and slightly clay
matrix. Subparallel, and small scale
tabular to trough cross-strata dominate.
Diplocroterion burrows are common to
abundant in this sandstone. Over lying
this is 5 feet of sandy, muddy, silt-
stone to shale, light gray-brown wea-
thering, bioturbated. Capping the unit
is a 2 inch thick conglomerate of chert,
quar tz and clay pebbles, rounded up to
1/4 inch diameter, with fossil teeth.
The basal contact is covered. Trans-
gressive nearshore to offshore, shore-
face.

15 Coal, Claystone. unit is mostly nonre-
sistant and covered. A 9 inch thick
coal, surrounded by carbonaceous shale,
forms mid-unit. Several feet above this
is thin, vfg sandstone with root struc-
tures. Some light gray clay below coal.
Swamp, marsh.

3 Sandstone. Fg, white with carbonaceous
flakes and root structures, mostly
covered. Abandoned channel.
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MEASURED SECTION #5

LOCATION: SE1/4, Sec. 20, SW1/4, Sec. 21, T.llN., R.69W.

UNIT

3

2

1

3

FEET DESCRIPTION

11
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Vfg to fg wi th vfg, wh ite,
weathers light brown, slight to moderate
clay matrix. Large scale trough cross-
strata 0.5-2 feet thick by 3-15 feet
across axis interbedded with 2-6 inch
thick subparallel strata are apparent in
this partially exposed unit. Unit is
laterally continuous thin to thick bed-
ded. Scour basal contact and scours
within. Trace fossils are absent. TOp
of J Sandstone is covered. Splays.

6 Sandstone. Vfg with silt and clay, wea-
thers white to light gray-pink, medium
gray on fresh break. Very thin, wavy
lamina tions. Bioturbated. Sharp basal
contact. Brackish bay, lagoon.

12.5 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, light gray, wea-
thers to light brown, slight to moderate
clay matrix, some sand-size clay grains.
Subparallel laminated 3 to 10 inch thick
beds, interbedded with wavy, micro
cross-lamina ted beds. Bioturba tion,
track and fecal piles common on wavy
muddy bedding surfaces. Basal contact
of J Sandstone wi th the Skull Creek is
covered. Shoreface.

Total J Sandstone measured.

34.5
SKULL CREEK SHALE
Siltstone, Sandstone, Shale. Olive-
brown calcareous siltstones increase in
frequency and thickness from base of
unit to the top, increasing vfg sand con-
tent until siltstones become silty, vfg
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MEASURED SECTION #5 (cont'd)

UNIT

2

1

4

3

FEET DESCRIPTION

sandstones near base of J Sandstone.
Siltstones interbedded with increasingly
thinner dark gray to dark brown shales
near top of unit. Upper 10 feet covered.
Similar to Unit 3 of sections #6 and #7.
Marine offshore transition zone.

92.5 Shale. Dark gray, noncalcareous clay
shale, fissile. Less than 1 inch thick,
horizontal, laminated siltstones common
throughout shale. Some zones of olive-
brown silty shales. Several thin carbo-
nate benches contain disarticulate
Inoceramus and oyster shells, petroli-
ferous odor on fresh break. Marine
Shelf .

13 Siltstone, Shale. Interbedded gray
shale and subparallel to horizontal lam-
inated sandy siltstones less than
6 inches thick. Some 1 foot diameter
calcareous concretions in upper beds.
Transitional basal contact. Marine off-
shore transition zone.

Total Skull Creek Shale

7
PLAINVIEW SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Vfg, weathers light to
medium brown, moderately clay matrix.
Subparallel to very low-angle trough
cross-stratified. Very hard, poorly
sorted iron stained bed with a muscovite
at base, sharply overlies units with a
disconformable contact. Shoreface.

9 Siltstone, Shale. Interbedded subparal-
lel to horizontally lamina ted sandy
siltstone with carbonaceous, sandy,
silty shale. Sandy siltstone with pla-
nar transi tional basal contacts become
thicker and more frequent near top of
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MEASURED SECTION #5 (cont'd)

UNIT

2

1

6

5

4

3

FEET DESCRIPTION

uni t. Bioturbation and
intense in wavy, sandy
Lagoon and washover.

burrowing are
shale beds.

0.5 Coal. Bone coal with wood and leaf im-
prints. Marsh.

3 Sandstone. Vfg with silt and clay, wea-
thers medium gray, abundant carbonaceous
flakes. Stratification obscured. Root
structures. Basal contact with Lytle in
covered. High marsh or channel.

Total Plainview

6.5
LYTLE FORMATION
Conglomerate. Upper 2 feet
Highly silicified, clay matrix
clasts, 2-3 inch diameter, in
matrix sandstone channel-fill.
fill.

covered.
sandstone
fg, clay
Channel-

13 Mudstone. Silty, blocky, 3/4 inch frag-
ments, lavender, brown to gray, mostly
covered. Flood plain, soil horizon.

8.5 Sandstone, Mudstone. Interbedded vfg,
light brown sandstone, subparallel to
trough cross-stratified, with mudstone,
lavender to brown, 2-18 inches thick.
Sandstones are slightly lenticular,
laterally continuous. Transitional
base. Splays.

20 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, white, weathers
white to pink-brown, slight to moderate
clay matr ix. Trough cross-stratified,
sets 2-3 feet thick, 10-12 feet across
axis, transport directions to the east.
Some pebbles near top. Scour basal con-
tact. Braided channel.
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MEASURED SECTION *5 (cont'd)

UNIT

2

1

DESCRIPTIONFEET

25 Sandstone. Mg to fg, white, weathers
white to light salmon, slight to mod-
erate clay matrix, pebbles at the base of
beds, friable. Subparallel and trough
cross-stratified. Scour basal contact.
Braided channel.

12 Sandstone. Mg to fg, conglomeratic at
base, white, weathers white to salmon-
brown, abundant sand-size clay grains
and clay matrix, friable, chert, quartz
and clay pebbles, rounded, up to
1/2 inch diameter. Subparallel to tabu-
lar cross-stratified, some trough cross-
sets. Base is covered. Braided channel.

Total Lytle measured.
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MEASURED SECTION #6

LOCATION: NWl/4, NW1/4, Sec. 34, T.llN., R.69W.

UNIT

4

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

2
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Fg to vfg, light gray to tan,
maroon mottled, clay matrix. Stratifi-
cation indistinguishable. Carbonaceous,
root structures, wood imprints. Transi-
tional basal contact. Upper J Sandstone
covered on dip slope. Splay, levee.

12 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, white, weathers
light gray to light yellow-brown, mod-
erate clay matrix, clay clasts at base,
carbonaceous flakes common. Stratifi-
cation partially obscured, low to
medium-angle, trough cross-stratified,
beds 6-12 inches thick, some subparal-
lel, 6 inch thick beds, transport direc-
tions are northeast to southeast. Len-
ticular, unit thins along outcrop.
Scour basal contact. Fluvial channel,
distributary.

4 Sandstone. Vfg with silt and clay, light
to dark gray, weathers same to white on
well exposed outcrop, carbonaceous.
Subparallel to hor izontal laminated,
silty sandstone, wavy, dark gray, sandy
sil tstone, flaser bedded. Bioturbated.
Sharp, transitional basal contact.
Brackish bay, lagoon.

24 Sandstone. Fg, some vfg, little silt,
light gray, weathers light brown, slight
to moderate clay matrix, some sand-size
clay grains and gray chert grains. Sub-
parallel to hor izontal laminated, 0.3-
3 foot thick beds increasing in thick-
ness upward, inter bedded with wavy,
micro cross-laminated beds. Bioturba-
tion, trails, tracks and fecal piles
common on wavy bedding surfaces. Tran-
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MEASURED SECTION #6 (cont'd)

UNIT

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

sitional contact with Skull Creek Shale.
Shoreface.

Total J Sandstone measured.

40
SKULL CREEK SHALE
Siltstone, Sandstone, Shale. Olive-
brown, calcareous siltstones, increasing
in frequency and thickness from base of
unit to top, increasing vfg sand content
until siltstones become clayey, silty
sandstones near base of J Sandstone.
Siltstones interbedded with increasingly
thinner, dar, gray to dark brown, muddy
shales near top of unit. Two thin carbo-
nate benches containing disarticulate
Inoceramus and oyster shells crop out in
lower 1/2 of unit. Similar to Unit 3 of
sections 5 and 7. Marine offshore tran-
sition zone.

100 Shale. Dar k gray, noncalcareous clay
shale, fissile. Less than 1 inch thick,
horizontal laminated siltstones common
throughout shales, weather yellow,
brown, red. Some zones of olive-brown
silty, calcareous shale. One thin car-
bonate bench contains Inoceramus and
oyster shells, petroliferous odor on
fresh break. Several thin bentonite
beds, cream. Marine shelf.

5 Siltstone, Shale. Interbedded, biotur-
bated, gray shale and subparallel to
horizontal laminated, sandy siltstones
less than 3 inches thick. Some trails
and fecal piles on bounding surfaces of
sil tstones. Marine offshore transition
zone.

Total Skull Creek Shale.
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MEASURED SECTION #6 (cont'd)

UNIT

3

2

1

3

FEET DESCRIPTION

7
PLAINVIEW SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Vfg, some fg, sparse mg,
weathers light to medium brown, moderate
clay matrix, friable. Subparallel to
very low-angle, trough cross-stratified,
slight scour and fill within bedding.
Trace fossils absent. Sharp, probable
disconformable basal contact. Shore-
face.

9.5 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, weathers light
brown, moderate clay matrix, silicious.
Subparallel, wavy and small scale, tabu-
lar cross-stratified, ripple marks
common. Trails on bedding surfaces com-
mon, some wood chip imprints. Transi-
tional basal contact. Lagoon with wash-
over, tidal flat.

2 Siltstone, Mudstone. Mostly light brown
weathering, wavy laminated, bioturbated
siltstone with thin interbedded, biotur-
bated mudstone. Sharply and disconform-
ably over lies, wi th a planar contac t,
white channel sandstone at top of Lytle.
Iron stained chert pebble lag overlies
contact. Lagoon, marsh.

Total Plainview.

62
LYTLE FORMATION
Mudstone. Variegated, maroon, gray,
yellow, brown, silty, sandy mudstone.
Local, lenticular, vfg, white channel
sandstone at top. Lower channels stack
and replace mudstone west of measured
section. Much of mudstone section is
covered. Cut and fill sandstone clast
conglomerate, light yellow with mottled
maroon, crops out in upper part of unit.
Transi tional basal contact. Flood
plain.
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MEASURED SECTION #6 (cont'd)

UNIT

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

12.5 Sandstone, Mudstone. Vfg with silt,
light gray, subparallel laminated to
small scale, trough cross-laminated, 6-
8 inch thick sandstone beds. Lenticu-
lar, sandstones interbedded with laven-
der to brown mudstones. Some 1/4 by
3 inch burrows in sandstones. Transi-
tional basal contact. Splays.

5 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, wh ite , weather s
white to light brown, slight to moderate
clay matrix. Subparallel and small
scale, trough cross-stratified. Cut and
fill, 5 foot thick, lenticular body
within more laterally continuous sand-
stone. Basal, main channel sands,
covered. Partially abandon channel-
fill.

Total Lytle measured.
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MEASURED SECTION #7

LOCATION: 5 1/4, SE1/4, Sec. 4 and the Nl/4, NE1/4, Sec. 9,
T.10N., R6W.

UNIT FEET DESCRIPTION

4 9
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Fg to vfg, little mg. Silt
and Clay content increases upward while
grain size fines upward. White to light
gray at base to medium brown at top.
Trough cross-beds less than 1 foot
thick, NE-SW transport directions in
lower unit. Trails on some bedding sur-
faces. Shoreface.

3 1 Claystone. Nonresistant weather ing.
Soil shows gray to very dark gray, carbo-
naceous at top. Transitional, wavy con-
tact with Unit 2. Marsh.

2 42 Sandstone. Partially covered on dip
slope. Fg to vfg, slight to abundant
silt and clay matrix friable, white to
light yellow, medium gray-brown at top.
Fines in mid unit and coarsens abruptly
with poor sorting at top. Subparallel
grading to very low angle cross-bedded
with some trough cross beds, 0.5-1 foot
thick. Burrows and bedding plane trace
fossils are minor. Root structures in
top 1 foot. Transitional with Unit 1-
Upper shoreface.

1 9 Sandstone. Fg, some vfg and silt, moder-
ate clay matrix, light gray to brown.
Horizontal to subparallel interbedded
with wavy laminated beds 1/2 to 3 inches
thick. Wavy beds bioturbated with
trails and fecal piles on bedding sur-
faces. Skull Creek is transitional.
Lower shoreface.

Total J Sandstone
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MEASURED SECTION #7 (cont'd)

UNIT FEET DESCRIPTION

3 24
SKULL CREEK SHALE
Siltstone, Sandstone, Shale. Olive-
brown, calcareous clayey, sandy, hor i-
zontal to wavy laminated, 1-3 foot thick
siltstones interbedded with olive-brown,
some dark gray, silty shales. Silt-
stones increase upward in frequency
thickness and vfg sand content, very
clayey sandstone at top. Burrows and
trails are minor. Marine offshore tran-
sition zone.

2 102 Shale. Dark gray, noncalcareous clay
shale, fissile. Less than 1 inch thick
horizontal laminated sil tstones, gray,
yellow and red-brown common throughout
shale. Some olive-brown silty shales.
Marine shelf.

1 7 Siltstone, Shale. Mostly covered.
Siltstone with vfg sand, olive green,
horizontal laminated, ripple marked with
trails on surface, interbedded with gray
shale, silty. Calcareous concretions up
to 3 foot diameter lie directly on top of
this unit. Marine offshore transition
zone.

Total Skull Creek Shale

4 7
PLAINVIEW
Sandstone. Partly covered. Vfg, influx
of fg, upper unit. Weathers medium
yellow-brown. Moderate clay matrix.
Subparallel to low-angle cross-beds.
Trace fossils rare. Chert and rounded
clay pebbles up to 1.5 inch diameter in
fg-mg sandstone at base. Shoreface.

3 8 Sandstone. Mostly covered. Vfg, sil ty
at base, coarsens upward. Weathers
medium brown. Minor clay matrix. Some
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MEASURED SECTION #7 (cont'd)

UNIT

2

1

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

fair p&p. Wavy laminated at base to sub-
parallel and small scale trough cross-
beds, upper unit. Trails on wavy bedding
surfaces and small burrows upper unit.
Lagoon, bay, back barrier washover.

4 Claystone. Mostly covered. Soil is gray
grading to dark gray, carbonaceous at
top, possibly coal. Marsh.

9 Sandstone, Conglomerate. Fg, some vfg,
fg-mg at base with cg, chert and sand-
stone pebbles, fines upward. White-
light gray, slight to moderate clay
matrix friable, very carbonaceous.
Small scale trough cross-beds. Wood
impr ints and root zones. Lenticular,
40 feet wide, 3-10 feet thick. Chert
and sandstone clasts, 1/4 to 3 inch
diameter in clay supported. silicified.
fg-mg sandstone lag at base of unit wea-
thers cream, yellow-brown, and maroon.
Channel overlying lag.

Total Plainview

22
LYTLE FORMATION
Sandstone. Most of unit covered. Sand-
stone, fg-vfg, white to maroon found at
top and mid unit. Flood plain, soil
horizon.

19.5 Sandstone, Conglomerate. Sandstone, mg
to fg, white to light brown, friable.
slight to abundant clay matrix. Inter-
spersed chert pebbles and cg. Trough
cross-bedded, 1-2 feet thick. Transport
directions dominantly NE, some E and SE.
Conglomerate, chert pebble, 2-3 feet
thick at base and mid unit. Pebbles are
rounded, 1/2-1 inch diameter. Brown
iron stained zone with 1-4 inch, angular
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MEASURED SECTION #7 (cont'd)

UNIT FEET DESCRIPTION

gray clay clasts, common
lating base, Morrison
Bra ided channel.

Total Lytle exposed.

215

at base. Undu-
not exposed.
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MEASURED SECTION #8

LOCATION: SEI/4, SEI/4, Sec. 8, T.ION., R.69W.

UNIT

4

3

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

21
J SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Fg to vfg, some mg near base,
white to light gray, weathers white to
light brown, slight clay matrix, moder-
ate silica cement. Local good p&p.
Stratification is partially obscured,
subparallel with some small scale,
trough cross-strata is apparent.
Diplocraterion and flat, carbonaceous,
reed-like imprints common near base, few
trails on ripple bedding surfaces. Con-
glomeratic sandstone, top 2 feet, wi th
rounded some angular, less than 3/4 inch
diameter, chert, quartz and clay clasts,
cornmon. Abundant phosphatic nodules,
brown, weather white, in upper foot.
Sharp, planar, probable disconformable,
basal contact. Shoreface.

8 Clay, Coal. Poorly exposed, nonresis-
tant interval, light gray at base, dark-
ens upward to black, carbonaceous, coaly
top foot. Shallow excavations reveal
clay in light gray lower unit. Transi-
tional basal contact. Marsh.

22 Sandstone. Fg, sparse vfg and silt,
yellow-white to light gray, weathers
white to light brown, moderate clay
matr ix, f riable. Subparallel to very
low-angle, planar, cross-strata, 0.5-
1 foot thick. Ripple marks on some bed-
ding surfaces with rare trails. Transi-
tional basal contact. Upper shoreface.

12 Sandstone. Fg to vfg, little silt.
Light gray, weathers light gray-brown,
moderate clay matrix. Horizontal to
subparallel laminated, beds 1/2-4 inches
thick, interstratified with wavy, clayey
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MEASURED SECTION #8 (cont'd)

UNIT

1

2

1

FEET DESCRIPTION

bioturbated beds with trails
piles on bedding surfaces.
tact with Skull Creek Shale
tional. Lower shoreface.

and fecal
Basal con-
is transi-

Total J Sandstone

24
SKULL CREEK SHALE
Siltstone, Sandstone, Shale. Poorly
exposed except for upper sandy siltstone
and sil ty sandstone, medium brown wea-
thering, clay matrix, calcareous,
friable. Horizontal to subparallel lam-
inated, beds 2-3 feet thick with slight
scour contact at base of beds. Offshore
marine transition zone.

119 Covered.

Total Skull Creek Shale.

13
PLAINVIEW SANDSTONE
Sandstone. Mostly covered. Fg to vfg,
sparse mg, weathers brown, slight to
abundant clay matrix, some silica
cement. Wavy laminated at base to sub-
parallel laminated upper unit. Carbo-
naceous flakes, trails on bedding sur-
faces and bioturbation common in lower
uni t. Shoreface over lying lagoon and
washover.

4 Claystone. Mostly covered, medium to
dark gray color in soil. Marsh.

17 Total Plainview measured.
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MEASURED SECTION #8 (cont'd)

UNIT FEET DESCRIPTION

LYTLE FORMATION
The Lytle is mostly covered. Soil is
distinctly brown, red or gray in color.
Approximately 65 feet below the base of
the Plainview is an 8 foot thick, vfg to
fg, white to ligh t gray sandstone.
Stratification is mostly obscured except
for micro cross-laminae in the upper
3 feet. There appears to be no other
Lytle channel sandstone above or below
this sandstone. A very iron-rich, red
stained soil with mottled red, brown and
black sandstone fragments, marks the top
of the Lytle.
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